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Introduction
Background Statement Relating to
CIVILIAN NUCLEAR POWERa Report to the President-1962
On November 20, 1962, the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
transmitted “CIVILIAN NUCLEAR POWER —a Report to the
President-1962.” This report was the response to President
Kennedy’s March 17, 1962, request for a “new and hard look at
the role of nuclear power in our economy.” As interest has been
expressed in the foundations for the report these appendices
have been prepared. They review energy resources and require
ments, as well as projections of the relative economics of nu
clear power, and several other topics considered in the 1962
report. While all data included were considered in connection
with the preparation of the report, the Commission does not
necessarily endorse all the statements or estimates included.
The sources of the information, statements, and estimates are
in general clearly set forth.
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Appendix I
Fossil Fuel Resources
of the United States
Introduction
Four recent estimates of the fossil fuel resources in the United
States are used in the Report on Civilian Nuclear Power (see,
for example, Figure 2). They are not entirely independent esti
mates and, in particular, three of the estimates of coal re
sources have as their basis the data in “Coal Reserves of the
United States—A Progress Report, January 1, 1960,” Geologi
cal Survey Bulletin 1136. The total energy content of the vari
ous fossil fuel resources remaining in the United States as
given by these estimates has been summarized in Table 1 below.
TABLE 1—SUMMARY OF ENERGY RESOURCE ESTIMATES
Total Q*
“Energy Resources,” a 1962 draft report to the National
Academy of Sciences Committee on Natural Resources
Department of Interior Energy Policy Staff (Letter to AEC
dated October 5, 1962)
Report of the National Fuels and Energy Study Group to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, United States
Senate, September 21, 1962
Geological Survey Bulletin 1136 (Paul Averitt, United States
Geological Survey, 1961)

28f
130J

27§
261F* * * §

*Q = one quintillion British thermal units (i.e., 1018 BTU).
fConverted from kilowatt hours to Q. Past production has been de
ducted.
tThe Department of Interior is studying the amount and recoverability
of organic fuel materials not generally included in fossil fuel estimates.
If the results of these studies are favorable, the inclusion of the addi
tional organic material could substantially increase the figure given
here.
§ Compiled from individual fuel resource estimates and estimated
ranges in the Report and converted to British thermal units.
IFGiven explicitly in BTU, page 98.

The energy content of fossil fuels already consumed in the
United States has been estimated at about 1.4 Q; inclusion of
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water power, as was done in Figure 2 of the report on Civilian
Nuclear Power, raises this to about 1.5 Q. Half of this energy
has been consumed since the mid-1930’s.
The estimate of the Energy Policy Staff of the Department of
Interior was the only estimate specifically supplied for use in
this study and Report to the President on Civilian Nuclear
Power. All the other estimates were made for somewhat dif
ferent purposes.
All estimates of the magnitude of fossil fuel reserves or re
sources are made on the basis of a set of definitions, more often
vague and implicit than concrete and explicit, as to the limiting
conditions under which materials are to be included in the esti
mate. The limiting conditions deal with the following aspects of
resource availability.
1. The quality of the natural fuel material. This varies
from high quality fuels in current commercial use through a
wide variety of quality to some poorest acceptable grads of
fuel which can be put in useable form only with great proc
essing effort.
2. The accessibility of the fuel material. Again this varies
from material v/hich is typically in current commercial pro
duction through material that is in very deep, thin strata re
mote from present or prospective markets or even, in the
resource base concept, to all fuel material in the earth’s
crust regardless of how inaccessible.
3. The degree of confidence that a particular body and
amount of resource material exists. This varies from the
high degree of confidence attached to proven reserves through
lesser degrees of confidence in deposits of material inferred
to exist from various kinds of general geological experience
to estimates based upon guesses.
The differences in the estimates of fossil fuel resources used
herein can best be explained in terms of the differences in the
limiting assumptions, expressed or implied, for each of the
three factors listed above. The most important difference be
tween the estimates seems to be in the degree of confidence
placed in the discovery of presently unknown resources. Another
major difference lies in the degree of belief that major tech
nological improvements will hold the cost of producing energy
from fossil fuels at reasonable levels and thus allow the use of
low grade resources. The higher estimates are the result of
optimism regarding both the magnitude of undiscovered re
sources and the development of the necessary discovery, re
covery, and processing or utilization technology.
As can be seen in Table 2, there are some common points in
the estimates as well as differences. The estimates all indicate
that the bulk of fossil fuel resources is in the form of coal;
they all indicate that oil shale is the second largest energy
resource, with resources of petroleum and of natural gas

TABLE 2—ESTIMATES OF REMAINING RECOVERABLE
ENERGY RESOURCES, Q
Liquid
Natural Shale
Coal Hydrocarbons
Gas
Oil* Total
Draft report to the Com
mittee on Natural Re
sources of the Na
tional Academy of
Sciences (1962)f
National Fuels and Energy
Study Group (Septem
ber 1962)|
Geological Survey Bulletin
1136 (1961)
Measured or proved re
serves!
Other reserves!
Energy Policy Staff Department of In
terior: Estimates
made for the AEC
(1962)
Known recoverable re
serves!
Undiscovered recover
able resources!
Known marginal re
sources!
Undiscovered marginal
resources!

22.1

0.6

0.8

4.8

28.3

17.3

2.4

1.3

6.4

27.4

17.3

2.3

1.9

4.1

25.6

1.0
16.3

0.2
2.1

0.3
1.6

1.5
2.6

3.0
22.6

88.6

3.9

2.5

35.1

130.1

4.6

0.3

0.3

0.3

5.5

T

1.3

1.3

f

2.6

29.0

0.3

IF

11.6

40.9

55.0

2.0

0.9

23.2

81.1

*Oil recoverable from shale or bituminous rocks,
tRemaining recoverable reserves; past production has been sub
tracted. Total converted from kilowatt -hours. Amounts for individual
fuels based on percents of total given by the report.
{Figures for the various fuels are given in the Study in their common
units and sometimes a range is indicated. These data have been con
verted to British thermal units here and the ranges eliminated. Elimi
nating the ranges does not seriously affect the total but is more signifi
cant for some of the individual fuels. Reference to the source report for
data on individual fuels is suggested.
IThe terminology used in resource estimation is not standard, but
the meaning of these terms appears to be as follows:
1. Measured or proved reserves
Well-established reserves —normally under current exploitation—
in the aggregate, can be regarded as certain and recoverable at near
current constant dollar costs.
2. Other reserves
Balance of the reserves estimated in the report. Includes undis
covered oil and natural gas.
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. Known recoverable reserves
Similar to measured and proved reserves except that: for coal the
figure has been expanded to include reserves, at 50% recovery, in
thick beds, less than 1,000 feet deep even if not under current ex
ploitation, and for oil shale limited to thick beds, less than 1,000 feet
deep yielding about 30 gallons of oil per ton of rock.
4. Undiscovered recoverable resources
Term applied only to liquid hydrocarbons and natural gas in this
report. Covers possible extensions of existing fields and undiscov
ered fields thought to be discoverable under present conditions.
5. Known marginal resources
Existence of the mineral deposits fairly well established, although
quantity subject to considerable uncertainty. Clearly not economic
with probable near future prices and technology —available at suffi
ciently high prices and/or with substantial developments in technology.
6. Undiscovered marginal resources
Quantity based on very general considerations—figures often de
rived by analogy with better-known areas. If these resources exist,
their economics will be the same as known marginal resources—i.e,,
available at sufficiently high prices and/or with substantial develop
ments in technology.
If Not estimated. For coal and oil shale the amounts are apparently
included in the undiscovered marginal category. For natural gas the
term “known marginal” is not particularly applicable.

having a considerably smaller energy content. In a long-term
analysis of energy resources it is therefore fitting to con
centrate on coal and oil shale with less emphasis on petroleum
and natural gas.

Coal
In this section, the basis and the conclusions of the various es
timates for coal resources are amplified. Historic trends are
considered as well as current estimates. A comparison of the
current estimates is made in an attempt to locate more pre
cisely the origin of the difference between the estimates. Long
term future costs of mining coal are considered, along with
costs of delivering the coal after mining it. Costs to the year
2000 are considered since they are a factor in the rate at which
nuclear power will develop and in the economic benefits of nu
clear power.

Historical Resource Estimates
The first important estimate of U. S. coal resources was
published in 1909 by Campbell and Parker of the U. S. Geclogi-
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cal Survey, Estimated resources were 3.2 trillion tons,* in
cluding past production, of which about 1.4 trillion tons were
considered “easily accessible or rninable under present condi
tions.’’ For bituminous coal the limiting conditions for inclusion
were seam thickness of 14 inches or over, a maximum depth of
3,000 feet, and 30% ash content.
In a paper presented to the XII International Geological Con
gress, held in 1913, Campbell presented a figure of 3.2 trillion
metric tons (3.5 trillion short tons) for resources above 3,000
feet and a figure of 3.8 trillion metric (4.2 trillion short) tons
if resources down to 6,000 feet were considered.t It is this
later resource figure which forms the basis for the coal esti
mate currently submitted to the AEC by the Department of the
Interior.
Estimates of about this magnitude continued in use until about
1948. Existing coal resource figures were then challenged by
A. B. Crichton. He maintained that coal reserves were only
about one-sixth of those originally estimated by Campbell. It
has since been demonstrated that much of the difference be
tween Campbell’s and Crichton’s estimates was due to differ
ences in limiting criteria. However, about this time the U. S.
Geological Survey did begin a 10-year re-survey of U. S. coal
resources.
The Geological Survey has published three reports in their
re-survey of coal resources. The results are summarized in
Table 3. These reports are in the nature of progress reports.
Each one includes new data for some additional states or areas,
as well as the older data for areas not yet reevaluated. The
survey has not yet been completed for all states.
In general, the figures in these Geological Survey progress
reports have been used in recent discussion of coal resources,
rather than the earlier Campbell estimates. The President’s
Materials Policy Commission report (1952) used the then cur
rent Geological Survey progress report on coal resources in its
evaluation. The Department of the Interior in its submission
(January 13, 1956) to the Panel on the Impact of the Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy (McKinney report 1956) also used the
then current Geological Survey progress report estimate of coal
reserves above 3,000 feet.

Current Department of the Interior Estimate
At the request of the Atomic Energy Commission, the De
partment of Interior Energy Policy Staff prepared for Commis
sion use a comprehensive estimate of energy resources as well
♦Apparently metric tons, although some secondary sources identify it
as short tons.
fThe Coal Resources of the World, Volume II, Morang and Co., Ltd.;
Toronto, Canada, 1913, page 539.
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TABLE 3—U. S. COAL RESOURCES*
(As reported by the U, S. Geological Survey
under the reappraisal program)

As of:

Total reserves
remaining in the
ground, billions
of short tonst

Estimated recover
able reserves at 50%
recovery, billions of
short tons

Energy
content, Q

January 1, 1950
January 1, 1953
January 1, 1960f

2,426
1,900
1,660

1,213
950
830

25.4
20.5
17.3

*The reader is warned that projection of the trend of these estimates
is unwarranted. While the totals are falling with time, this decrease
presumably will not continue on into new estimates made after the Geo
logical Survey completes the substitution of new data for earlier data
developed by Campbell,
f Above 3,000 feet.
{Includes Alaska which was not included in the earlier figures. Re
serves remaining in the ground in Alaska are about 95 billion tons and
recoverable reserves about 47 billion.

as some material on costs and demand projections. Preliminary
resource estimates were provided in a report dated June 29,
1962, and somewhat revised resource estimates were provided
by letter on October 5.
Following is a tabulation of the data on coal resources pre
sented in the October 5 communication:

Known recoverable reserves
220 billion short tons
(4.60 Q)*

Undiscovered recoverable
resources

Known marginal resources
1,400 billion short tons
(29.0 Q)

“Known recoverable reserves are those
in thick coal beds lying at depths less
than 1,000 feet, and assume 50 per
cent recovery of coal in place. The
minimum thickness for beds of bitu
minous and higher rank coal included
in the estimate is 3.5 feet and that of
sub -bituminous and lower rank coal
is 10 feet.”
“Not estimated.” (This is taken to
mean that this material has not been
estimated separately from the undis
covered marginal resources.)
“Known marginal resources include
coal left in first mining of known re
coverable reserves, coal in thin beds
at shallow depths and coal lying at
depths between 1,000 and 3,000 feet
below the surface. The estimate re
fers to coal in place and includes coal
in the measured, indicated, and in
ferred categories of Averitt, U. S.

Undiscovered marginal
resources
2,600 billion short tons
(55.0 Q)

Geological Survey Bulletin #1136 ...
less that reported here in the known
recoverable class, ...”
“Undiscovered marginal resources re
fer to coal believed to be in place to
depths of 6,000 feet. No separate es
timate has been prepared of undiscov
ered coal at shallow depths. Compiled
from estimates by M. R. Campbell,
Coal Resources of the World, 1913,
less the sum of known reserves and
known marginal resources, ...”

*One Q equals one quintillion (1018) BTU.

Comparison of Estimates
All current estimates of U. S. Coal reserves take into ac
count in one manner or another the January 1, 1960 estimate
published by the U. S. Geological Survey. In particular, this es
timate is the basis for the coal figures in the draft Report to the
Committee on Natural Resources of the National Academy of
Sciences—National Research Council (1962) by the Energy Re
sources Study Group, and in the Report of the National Fuels
and Energy Study Group (1962). The material prepared for the
AEC by the Energy Policy Staff of the Department of the Interior
used the Geological Survey figures as the known component of
their total figure. For the purposes of this Appendix it is there
fore adequate to consider the difference between the 4,220 billion
short ton figure (based on Campbell) presented by the Energy
Policy Staff and the 1,660 billion ton figure estimated for Janu
ary 1, 1960 in Geological Survey Bulletin 1136.
The current Geological Survey Report makes the following
statement about Campbell’s estimates:
The Campbell (1917, 1929) estimate of coal reserves, which was pub
lished with revisions several times during the period from 1909 to
1929, and which has been largely replaced by the present estimate,
was an attempt to estimate the total reserves originally present in
the ground. It made statistical allowance for coal as yet unmapped
and undiscovered in all of the coal-bearing areas and, primarily for
this reason, is larger than subsequent estimates. (Page 87)

A better understanding of the nature of Campbell’s estimate
can be attained by considering the variation with depth of the
amounts of coal in the estimate. Campbell used 605 billion
metric (667 billion short) tons for the amount of coal between
3,000 and 6,000 feet. Although the Interior Energy Policy Staff
makes only a partial breakdown of its figures by depth ranges,
further study of Campbell’s figures indicates that the Interior
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estimate, since it used Campbell’s 1913 figures, can be broken
down as to depth of burial as follows:

TABLE 4 — COAL RESOURCES BY DEPTH RANGE
Billions of Short Tons
Campbell’s total above 3,000 feet
Known coal resources above 3,000 feet
Undiscovered coal resources above 3,000 feet
Undiscovered coal resources between 3,000 and
6,000 feet
Campbell’s 1913 estimate and current Depart
ment of the Interior estimate!

3,550
1,660*
1,890
670
4,220!

♦Current Geological Survey Progress Report figure at 100% recovery.
tAdjusted for past production and to include Alaska.
!Although this is the current estimate of the Department of the Inte
rior, they have stated in their submission to the AEC that carbon in
black shales and other low-grade sources not included in the above es
timate may by itself be greater than this figure.

The above figure for undiscovered coal resources above 3,000
feet is larger than presently known reserves: i.e., the 1,890
billion tons of undiscovered coal which the above calculation
shows to be above 3,000 feet is greater than the 1,660 billion
tons which the most recent Geological Survey progress report
lists as known reserves above 3,000 feet. The Geological Survey
report does indicate the probable existence of some coal not in
cluded in its estimates, but it gives no basis for expecting any
where near 1,890 billion tons of undiscovered coal above 3,000
feet.
In the report on Civilian Nuclear Power both the Geological
Survey figure and the Energy Policy Staff figure on coal re
sources, as well as other resources, are carried as a range
within which resources probably lie. The Geological Survey fig
ure constitutes a conservative basis for estimating total coal
resources being limited as it is to depths of 3,000 feet and 50%
recovery. On the other hand, the Energy Policy Staff figure
appears quite liberal including as it does 100% recovery of
known resources as well as large amounts of undiscovered coal.

Resource Costs
In an analysis of future energy supplies, the question of energy
cost is of equal importance with questions concerning the amount
of resources remaining. In fact, it is generally conceded that
high costs rather than physical exhaustion will limit the con
sumption of fossil fuels. All estimates of resources, except
those of the resource base type, are limited in amount by the

belief that at some point it will become too expensive to recover
any of the fuel material remaining in the ground. In most cases
where this belief is made explicit, the limits are set in terms of
physical parameters such as depth and strata thickness rather
than in actual cost terms. They are never-the-less economic
rather than physical limits. Knowledge of the physical parame
ters upon which resource estimates are contingent are of great
value in comparing and reconciling resource estimates for a
given fuel, such as coal. They are not very useful in comparing
resources of different fuels such as coal, oil, and uranium since
the limiting factors are generally different for each fuel. It is
therefore generally desirable to have estimates of resource
costs in addition to resource amounts and limiting factors on
those amounts.
Costs, and particularly coal costs, are discussed below from
two aspects. First and perhaps most important are the costs
associated with the resource estimates. These long term re
source costs, i.e., the costs over the life of the estimated re
sources, are of primary importance in long term energy con
siderations. However, intermediate term energy costs, say
between now and the year 2000, are also of considerable in
terest, since they will largely determine the rate at which nu
clear energy sources will displace present energy sources and
the savings which can be realized through the use of nuclear
energy.

Cost of Coal Resources
In January, 1956, the Department of the Interior submitted
the following information on coal costs to the “Panel on the Im
pact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy.”* The estimate is
in terms of constant dollars and appears to be based on known
technology.
The breakdown in Table 5 applies to the coal reserve figures
reported in the second progress report of the Geological Survey
(discussed previously). It might be possible to adjust these fig
ures for such things as the lower present estimates of the Geo
logical Survey, changes in known technology, changes in current
dollar prices, and changes in constant dollar prices which have
occurred; however, making the changes would involve many
technical details, and it does not appear that they would signifi
cantly affect conclusions. Therefore, for the purposes of this
report, the amounts in Table 5 are taken to be recoverable in
1961 constant dollars.

*Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Background Material for the Re
port of the Panel on the Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Volume 2, page 74, January,
1956.
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TABLE 5 — 1956 DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR ESTIMATE OF
ECONOMICALLY RECOVERABLE RESERVES OF COAL
IN THE UNITED STATES
(At various price levels measured in 1954 dollars)
Billions of
Short Tons
At or near present prices (i.e., up to 1%
times 1954 prices)
Additional at 1% to 1*4 times present prices
Subtotal
Additional at l1/^ to 4 times present prices
Total

237
285
522
426
948

The estimate in Table 5 does not show how much coal would
be available at present prices. The National Fuels and Energy
Study Group has estimated that 20 billion tons of coal were
available at 1960 prices and that another 35 billion tons would
be available at prices 25 cents per ton higher. (Page 82.) The
same study states that:
The Department of the Interior reported in 1960 that 20 billion tons
would be available at 1958 prices and costs over the next 40 years ...
(page 80)

The amount of coal available at about present prices can also
be inferred from the latest Geological Survey Progress Report
which lists 50 billion tons of coal in the “measured or proved”
recoverable reserves category. While recovery costs are not
indicated for this coal, it is common practice to consider meas
ured or proved reserves of fossil fuels as recoverable at about
present costs. Thus the available evidence seems to indicate
that about 50 billion tons of coal are recoverable at essentially
current costs (prices) under present technology. According to
the Geological Survey, the energy content of this coal is about
1.04 quintillion British thermal units.
Table 5 gives costs for only about 20% of the coal resources
estimated by the Energy Policy Staff. Cost considerations for
the remaining 80% are developed below. The 948 million tons in
Table 5 constitute only partial recovery of known coal resources
due to large amounts left in mining. This remaining coal is in
cluded in known marginal resources and must be considered as
being recoverable only at generally higher prices with a given
technology, otherwise it would be included with the 948 million
tons of recoverable coal. The remainder of the 80% is classi
fied as “undiscovered marginal resources.” Although the En
ergy Policy Staff in their report to the AEC did not discuss the

cost of recovering this coal under known technology, they have
on other occasions referred to such material as “marginal re
sources” recoverable at costs up to ten times current costs and
“submarginal resources” recoverable at costs up to one hundred
times current costs under known technology. Consequently, the
coal classified as “undiscovered marginal resources” is con
sidered to be higher cost coal than any of the coal in Table 5. It
should be noted, however, that the Energy Policy Staff believes
that substantial reductions in the cost of producing marginal
resources can be achieved by the time such material is needed.
On the basis of the discussion in the last paragraph it is pos
sible to extend Table 5 to include all of the coal resources esti
mated by the Department of the Interior as has been done in
Table 6.
TABLE 6—COST OF RECOVERING COAL RESOURCES
(Resource Estimate by Interior Energy Policy Staff)
(Cost Estimate in Current Dollars with Known Technology)

Price Range
Essentially current prices
Additional at up to 1.25 times
current prices
Additional at between 1.25 times
and 1.5 times
Additional at between 1.5 times
and 4.0 times
Additional at above 4.0 times
current prices
Total

Billions of
Short Tons

Q

50

1.0

185

3.9

285

6.0

425

8.9

3,275

68.8

4,220*

88.6*

*The breakdown into cost ranges was not furnished by
the Department of Interior Energy Policy Staff. The fig
ures do not include carbon in black shales and other lowgrade sources which may by itself contain far more energy
than this coal. The Department of the Interior is studying
the economics of recovering this material and, while noting
its existence, has not included it in the resource estimates.

Coal Costs to the Year 2000
Cumulative energy requirements between 1960 and the year
2000 are estimated at the equivalent of 135 billion tons of coal.
If nuclear power develops as projected, it may furnish about
ten billion tons of this requirement. This exact amount of the
energy requirement to be supplied by the coal industry has not
been established, but it appears that well over the 50 billion tons
of coal estimated in Table 4 as being available at essentially
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current prices will be required during the remainder of the
century. It is therefore worthwhile to take a closer look at pos
sible coal prices during the remainder of the century. The dis
cussion is cast in terms of bituminous coal, which constitutes
the bulk of current coal production and accounts for about onehalf of coal reserves as reported by the Geological Survey.
While historical coal prices are of little significance when
considering all our coal resources, since historical prices have
been established by the mining of only about 1% of the coal
resources estimated by the Energy Policy Staff, they are of
much greater relevance to prices of the next few percent of coal
resources to be mined. Considering the past few decades, price
controls were imposed on coal during World War II and re
moved shortly thereafter. In 1947, the annual coal production
reached its highest peak for any year up to the present, other
than during World War I. This heavy demand and increasing
costs led to some price increases. Prices were at an average
of $4.99 per short ton in 1948, and they held within three per
cent of this level for the next five years. Average coal prices
for 1948 and subsequent years are shown in Table 7.
TABLE 7 —BITUMINOUS COAL PRICES
$/short ton, f.o.b. mine
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

$4.99
4.88
4.84
4.92
4.90

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

$4.92
4.51
4.50
4.82
5.08

1958
1959
1960
1961

$4.86
4.77
4.69
4.58

During the period covered by Table 7 prices were their lowest,
$4.50 per ton, in 1955 and their highest, $5.08 per ton, in 1957;
they stayed within ±6% of a $4.80 per ton price during the entire
period. There is little price trend evident from prices ex
pressed in current dollars.
Historical price series can be expressed in terms of “con
stant dollars,” and the Department of the Interior has furnished
the AEC with one set of such figures. However, it is by no
means clear as to which index should be used for deflating coal
prices, and different indicators give quite different results. The
Department of the Interior has used the gross national product
deflator, but this index includes the service sectors of our
economy where inflation has been relatively rapid; it does not
seem to be the best index for deflating coal prices. The whole
sale price index, if used to express the coal costs in Table 7 in
constant dollars, would have introduced a gradual price reduc
tion equivalent to about $0.70 per ton over the 1948-1960 period.
This reduction is related to the facts that coal was competing
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with oil and gas, whose sales were rising, and that mechaniza
tion of mines and expansion of strip mining doubled the produc
tivity, expressed in tons of coal per man-day, during this in
terval. This time period accounts for most of the increase in
productivity that has been achieved in mining operations since
the early 1920’s.

Current Cost of Coal
Coal costs should be used rather than coal prices in estimat
ing long-term economic trends. It is a mistake to take coal
prices like those listed in Table 7 as bearing a constant rela
tionship to the cost of producing the coal. The relative stability
of coal prices in the 1948-1961 period has been achieved in
large part through reductions in earnings.
As a result of low earnings, i.e., low rates of return, the coal
industry is also paying relatively low corporate income taxes.
In 1959 the tax liability of the coal industry was only 1.2% of
sales. This is considerably less than the tax liability of 2.2% of
sales of the crude petroleum and natural gas producing indus
tries, industries generally regarded as having an advantageous
tax position.
Coal cost, tax, and profit trends for 1948 through 1959 are il
lustrated in Table 8. Income taxes and profits are based on the
ratio of taxes and of profits to sales derived from data published
by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Eco
nomics. (See for example Tables VI-5, 6, 7 and VI-17 in U. S.
Income and Output, U. S. Department of Commerce, 1958.)
Profits are before depletion charges.

TABLE 8 —APPARENT COST, TAXES, AND PROFITS PER TON
Year

Price

Taxes

Profits

Cost

1948
1959

$4.99
4.77

$0.25
0.06

$0.42
0.06

$4.32
4.65

Data from which 1960 and 1961 profits can be derived have not
yet been published; however, it would seem doubtful that ade
quate tax and profit margins could have been restored in view
of the continued decline of coal prices in those years.
Although it is not possible to establish that any year is a nor
mal base, coal industry profits as a percent of sales in 1948
seem reasonable for mining industries. As an alternative to the
year 1948, the 1947-1949 average might be used since this pe
riod was used for a number of years as the base for wholesale
price indices. Pre-tax profits during this three-year period
averaged $0.51 per ton as compared to $0.67 in 1948. Table 9
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TABLE 9—ADJUSTED 1959 COAL PRICES

Cost
Pre-tax profits
PRICE:

Actual
1959

At 1947-1949 pre-tax
profit level

At 1948 pre-tax
profit level

$4.65

$4.65

$4.65

0.12

0.51

0.67

$4.77

$5.16

$5.32*

*Computations based on somewhat different data published by the
U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue, which makes allowance for depletion
charges in stating profits, gives a figure of $5.27 instead of $5.32.

shows what coal prices in 1959 would have been under earlier
profit conditions.
The coal industry is an important national asset and is ex
pected to supply increasing energy requirements during the re
mainder of the century, even under conditions of a rapidly grow
ing nuclear power industry. The coal industry cannot be expected
to expand to do this under subnormal profit conditions. The
industry’s need for capital is unlikely to be satisfied by either
investors or lenders if returns on capital continue at such low
levels. It seems from the foregoing that any real evaluation of
the future of coal prices should start not from present depressed
prices but from a current figure of perhaps $5.25 per ton, a
figure that includes taxes and a profit that may be sufficient to
attract the capital required for future expansion.
A force acting to reduce coal prices during the last decade
has been a continuing shift, in terms of percent of total, away
from underground production to cheaper strip mine production
and larger power shovels. In 1960, the average bituminous coal
price was $4.69 a ton. About 30% of the coal produced came
from strip and auger mines at an average price of $3.74 per
ton. The remaining 70% was underground production at an aver
age price of $5.14 per ton. Thus, without strip mining, coal
prices would have been about $5.14 per ton; adjustment to
higher profit and tax levels might have brought this to $5.50 a
ton or above.
Strip mining has been a highly desirable development in the
field of coal recovery. However, according to the U. S. Bureau
of Mines only a small portion of our coal resources can be re
covered by strip methods, even with great progress in stripping
equipment. The vast bulk of the coal reserves will still have to
be mined by underground methods.
The Energy Policy Staff of the Department of Interior has
summarized their opinion of future mine prices in their report
of June 29, 1962 to the Atomic Energy Commission as follows:
As previously mentioned, it is impossible to predict future coal
prices. On the one hand, important technologic advances surely will

be made in the future and will reduce costs as they have in the past.
On the other, lower costs will be partly counterbalanced by rise in
wages (as labor shares the fruits of technologic advance), and by in
creased inaccessibility and lower quality of coal as rich, easily ac 
cessible deposits are exhausted. These counterbalancing factors have
been operative for decades, of course, but their net effect thus far has
not been great enough to offset the effect of technical improvements
in mining methods. For these reasons, we expect that mine prices
will continue to decline — perhaps at a diminishing rate—for some
time in the future. They cannot diminish at the 1950-1961 rate in
definitely, however, and for the 1980-2000 period it is probably safest
to assume they will be close to but under present levels... .

Another factor bearing on future coal costs is the energy con
tent of coal resources. Energy reports regularly published by
the U. S. Bureau of Mines use a figure of 26.2 million Btu per
ton for bituminous coal which constitutes the bulk of all coal
currently being mined.
Department of Interior submissions to AEC use, and properly
so, a value of 21 million Btu per ton for coal resources to be
used in the future. Thus even if there were no problems of
thinner seams, deeper beds, more remote locations, etc., it
would still be necessary to mine about iy4 times as much ton
nage in the future just to get the same amount of heat. Since
coal production costs are tied to tonnage rather than energy
content, this factor by itself calls for an increase of 1.25 times
in coal prices even if improvements in technology were to fully
offset the increased effort in mining thinner seams and deeper
beds.
The previous discussion has been concerned with the price of
coal at the mine. However, the competitive position of coal in
the electric utility market will be affected not only by the mine
price of coal but also by the cost of delivering coal to electric
utility plants. In high fuel cost areas, transportation costs al
ready account for about one-half of the delivered cost of the
fuel. Informed opinion as to future costs of delivering coal to
utilities differs widely. The report to the AEC from the Inte
rior Energy Policy Staff offered the estimate that during the
1980 — 2000 period,
... delivered prices are expected to be appreciably below current
levels as a result of decreased transportation costs.

Widespread use of several promising improvements in coal
transportation is possible, improvements such as coal pipe
lines and special coal trains. The effect of these methods on
costs has so far been demonstrated only under favorable con
ditions. It is to be hoped that they can make substantial reduc
tions in the delivered cost of coal in the major fraction of the
country over which transportation costs add significantly to the
mine-mouth price of coal. However, over 2/3 of the coal re
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sources are located west of the Mississippi River and particu
larly in North Dakota and the Rocky Mountain states. Movement
of this coal to present markets by foreseeable methods would
still result in a several-fold increase in the transportation
costs for coal. Various factors will tend to move some markets
toward the coal, but it is likely that there will be a significant
increase in the average distance that coal must be hauled in the
future, when our less accessible coal resources are being con
sumed, Substantial shifts in the location of coal production
probably will be important before the end of the century. The
current Geological Survey Progress Report summarizes some
of the problems as follows:
Although coal is abundant and widespread in the United States (Figs. 1
and 8), reserves of coal also have limits. In the extensively mined
eastern coal fields, it is becoming increasingly difficult to locate new
areas containing thick beds of high-rank and high-quality coal... .
Furthermore, a large part of the total reserves of coal in the United
States consists of coal of lignite and sub-bituminous ranks, which
yield less heat than bituminous. (Page 3.)

Summary
Domestic coal resources are undoubtedly larger than the fig
ure commonly used at the present time (i.e., 1,660 billion short
tons at 100% recovery or 830 billion at 50% recovery). Cer
tainly there must be worthwhile undiscovered coal resources
above the 3,000 foot level where the preceding figure cuts off,
and certainly there must be undiscovered coal resources deeper
than three thousand feet. It is doubtful, however, that there is
as much undiscovered coal above 3,000 feet as the 1913 Camp
bell estimates would indicate.
It is noted that the Department of Interior has not included in
its estimates very large amounts of carbon in black shales and
other low-grade carbonaceous materials.
Future coal prices and costs are largely dependent upon the
rate at which coal technology develops. Bituminous coal prices
seem to have exhibited a slight downward trend since 1948 if
expressed in constant dollars. On the other hand, Table 8 indi
cates that direct costs in current dollars probably have been
rising, in spite of productivity gains. Before the end of the cen
tury certain factors such as a reversal of the historical trend
toward strip production, the need to exploit thinner and deeper
reserves, the need to locate mining operations in more remote
areas for production, the lower average energy content of re
maining reserves, the need for realistic pre-tax profit margins,
and increasing exploration costs for undiscovered coal re
sources, would force prices to increase, based on present tech
nology. Continued technological development will certainly off
set much of this increase. The Energy Policy Staff has said that

a well supported and coordinated research and development
program can improve technology to an extent that would offset
all of it and reduce prices below present levels through the
1980-2000 period.
The new developments in coal transportation and extra high
voltage transmission will tend to reduce transportation (or the
sum of transportation and transmission) costs in a similar way.
The extent to which these particular cost-saving techniques can
be utilized is dependent upon the extent to which coal consump
tion occurs in large volumes at given plants, or in a small geo
graphic area. Opposing these cost saving factors will be the
need to move more coal in order to obtain a given amount of
energy as the average heat value per ton drops from present
levels, and the eventual likelihood of having to move coal (or
electricity) somewhat longer distances to market.
Informed opinions on delivered prices over the shorter period
of the next two decades range from the expectation of the De
partment of Interior that delivered prices will be appreciably
lower, through 1959 usage by the Edison Electric Institute of
constant price levels (in constant dollars) through 1980, to the
expectation of the Federal Power Commission that delivered
prices will increase about 10% by the year 1980. In evaluation
of the competitive position of nuclear power and the cost savings
which it can provide, the Civilian Nuclear Power report has
used constant prices through the year 2000.

Shale Oil
Shale oil has long been regarded as a potential energy source
for the nation. As far back as the mid 1920’s it appeared that the
nation might be running out of crude oil, and major oil com
panies became interested in oil shale as an alternate source.
This interest largely died with the discovery of such major new
oil fields as the Oklahoma City field in 1928 and the East Texas
field in 1930. Interest in oil shale revived after World War n
and the Bureau of Mines carried on considerable experimenta
tion between 1944 and 1956 in both oil shale mining and pilot
plant operation at its Rifle, Colorado, facilities. Several private
companies, particularly the Union Oil Company of California
have also done extensive work on mining and retorting oil shale
as well as upgrading the oil produced. During 1958, Union Oil
Company’s retort achieved throughput levels of over 1,200 tons
per day, thus convincingly demonstrating the technical feasi
bility of shale-oil production. At the present time there does
not appear to be any question but what large volumes of shaleoil can be produced. However, such production does not appear
to be quite competitive with natural gas and domestic or im
ported crude oil at present price levels and no commercial pro
duction of shale oil exists in this country.
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Shale Oil Resources
Most of the known shale oil resources are in the 1400 square
mile area of northwestern Colorado known geologically as the
Green River Formation. However, there are also substantial,
high-grade reserves in Utah and Wyoming as well as large
amounts of lower-grade material in these and other states.
The Department of the Interior in the resource figures fur
nished to the Atomic Energy Commission estimates shale oil
resources as follows:
Known recoverable reserves
50 billion barrels (0.3 Q)

Known marginal resources —
2,000 billion barrels
(11.6 Q)

Undiscovered marginal
resources—4,000 billion
barrels (23.2 Q)
Not included

“Includes oil recoverable from higher
grade oil shale in Colorado and Utah
in beds 25 feet or more thick, yield
ing about 30 gallons of oil per ton
of rock, and lying at depths less
than 1,000 feet below surface.”
“Includes shale left in first mining
of known recoverable reserves, es
timates of the full oil content of
similar higher grade deposits at
depths greater than 1,000 feet below
surface, and estimates of thin and
low grade oil shale, with minimum
yield of 10 gallons of oil per ton and
minimum thickness of 5 feet and to
depths as much as 10,000 feet below
surface.”
“Includes a speculative estimate of
equivalent oil content of shale yield
ing 10 gallons or more oil per ton
to depths as much as 20,000 feet.”
“Shales containing 10 percent or more
organic matter in known and in
ferred deposits to depths as much
as 20,000 feet. Their potential en
ergy content is 240 x 1018 Blu or
more. Some undetermined fraction
of their potential energy may be
come available by such methods as
combustion or by production of syn
thetic gas or oil using hydrogenolysis, hydrogenation or other methods
not yet developed.”

Geological Survey Bulletin #1136 (latest progress report on
coal resources, 1961) lists proved reserves of oil shale as 250
billion barrels (1.45 Q). This is 50% of the oil in oil shale con
taining 25 gallons oi oil per ton and is based on a 1958 estimate
published by U. S. Geological Survey. The report also lists total
oil shale reserves as 700 billion barrels. This represents 50%
recovery of oil from shales containing 15 gallons or more of oil
per ton.

As to proven reserves, the 250 billion barrels figure in Bul
letin #1136 is considerably greater than the 50 billion barrels
currently used by the Department of the Interior. The difference
is probably due to differences in definition. The definition used
by the Department of Interior at present appears to be somewhat
more restrictive as to depth and possibly richness.
The difference between the total known oil shale resource
figure of 1,400 billion barrels in the Geological Survey Bulletin
(inferred from 700 billion at 50%) and the 2,050 billion barrels
currently used by the Interior Energy Policy Staff also appears
to be a matter of definition. The Geological Survey figure is
limited to oil shale containing 15 or more gallons per ton
whereas the Interior figure uses a minimum of 10 gallons per
ton. It also appears that the Interior estimates may be some
what more liberal regarding depth and thickness considered
recoverable.
The Geological Survey Bulletin does not contain any estimate
of undiscovered marginal resources which the Department of
the Interior estimates at 4,000 billion barrels.
The draft “Energy Resources report to the Committee on
Natural Resources of the National Academy of Sciences—National
Research Council” is based on special information provided on
November 28, 1961 by the Department of Interior to the Natural
Resources Subcommittee of the Federal Council. This “Report
to the Committee” states:
the estimates of the reserves of shale oil in the United States in the
categories of known, potential, and known marginal, reserves amount
to 8 50 x 109 bbls.

This estimate also omits an undiscovered marginal category,
but does indicate the possibility that potential marginal re
serves might be much larger. In other respects, the estimate is
stated to be from the same source as the current Department of
Interior estimates, so it does not appear correct to consider
this an independent estimate. Although not explicitly stated, it
would appear that the above figure is probably based on 50%
recovery.
The National Fuels and Energy Study Group Report makes the
following statement regarding oil shale:
The oil shale deposits of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming are estimated
by the Department of the Interior to contain more than 1,000 billion
barrels of petroleum-like material that can be converted into prod
ucts similar to or identical with those obtained from petroleum. About
530 billion barrels are in beds 15 feet or more thick that average 25
gallons of oil a ton. The 15-foot limitation on thickness was selected
by the estimators as being the minimum that may eventually be minable by underground methods with the equipment developed by the
Bureau of Mines. The 25-gallon-a-ton limitation was selected because
the Bureau of Mines pilot plant at Rifle, Colorado, indicated, for that
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process, an optimum grade ranging between 25 and 33 gallons of oil
a ton. (Page 84.)

Although the figures seem to differ somewhat from those
previously presented, they are referenced as Department of In
terior figures, and the differences between corresponding fig
ures appear more likely to be in the cutoff point used in depth,
thickness, and gallonage per ton rather than basically different
estimates.

Shale OH Costs
Since there is currently no commercial shale oil production
in the United States, there is no actual cost or price history
upon which resource costs can be based. Some estimates of
costs have been made from pilot plant operations. These esti
mates are for readily accessible, high-grade shale. They in
volve assumptions as to the scale of operations, the rate of re
turn on the large amounts of capital involved, the possible
granting of a depletion allowance to oil shale producers, and
other factors.
The California market has generally been considered the
logical market outlet for the first commercial shale oil produc
tion and most estimates of shale oil costs and prices have in
cluded delivery to California. E. P. Miller and J. R. Cameron
published estimates in 1958 of the selling price of shale oil de
livered in California (in 1957) which ranged from a low of $2.10
per barrel to a high of $4.10 per barrel depending upon the
process, rate of return, and depletion allowance assumed. Per
haps a good indication of the actual situation is that Union Oil
Company of California, the company with the most extensive
experience and research in oil-shale operations, appeared to be
vigorously pursuing a course leading to commercial oil shale
production when California oil prices were rising but closed
down its oil-shale pilot plant for an indefinite period after crude
oil prices dropped substantially. (Crude oil of 20to 20.9 degrees
gravity from Signal Hill, California is often regarded as a bench
mark for comparison with shale oil prices. This crude oil sold
for as high as $2.89 per barrel in early 1957, and Union Oil ac
tively continued oil-shale operations during 1957 and 1958, By
October 1959 this same crude oil was posted at prices between
$2.00 and $2.24 per barrel.) Although not necessarily the only
factor in Union Oil Company’s decision to suspend operations,
the price decrease was clearly an important one.
The National Fuels and Energy Study makes the following
statements about costs:
Experimental work done to early 1960 indicated that oil could be re
covered from the shale at a price close to $3 a barrel. This would
be oil delivered to a refinery on the Pacific coast. The average price
in California for domestic crude oil in 1960 was $2.48. (See also
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pages on oil-shale technology.) At least 50 billion barrels of the 530
billion barrels were estimated as producible at the $3 price, and this
amount may be called the current reserves of shale oil... . (Page 84.)

and
Estimates place the cost of production as low as $1.50 per barrel
or conclude that oil of refinery quality can be sold at a profit in the
range of $1.80— $2.50 a barrel. The price of crude oil from the Rocky
Mountain area, of better quality, is about $2.50 a barrel. (Page 349.)

The present cost estimates are for readily accessible highgrade oil shale. Recovery of oil from oil shale having 10 gallons
per ton should be several times as costly as recovery from 30
gallons per ton shale. Similarly, recovery from deep deposits
and thin sections should be considerably more costly under
present technology. However, by the time that production of the
poorer shale resources is required, considerable improvements
in technology may have been made.

Summary
Shale oil is not presently being produced commercially and if
produced would apparently be only marginally competitive with
crude oil in the near future. Crude oil and its products are not
in turn competitive in most locations with coal in the steamelectric plant market. At $2.50 per barrel, the cost of heat from
shale oil would be over 40 cents per million BTU and not com
petitive with large new nuclear plants.

Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids
Estimates of crude oil reserves have been made at least
since the turn of the century, and there have been frequent
statements by the “experts” that the United States was running
out of oil. Most of these pessimistic projections have already
been proven wrong. In general their basic error lay in not
realizing that known petroleum reserves were only the working
inventory of the oil industry and that the amount and rate of
growth of discoveries and reserves were basically determined
by existing and expected demand rather than by any physical
limitations. This fundamental fact was obscured by the existence
of a random element in the form of discoveries of very large
oil fields and by the fact that it is often several decades before
the actual amount of oil in a given field, and therefore the size
of the original discovery, is reasonably well determined. The
estimation of oil reserves and discoveries is further compli
cated by the fact that in the past about one-third of the oil in
place in oil reservoirs was believed to be recoverable. How
ever, through industry research efforts, the amount of oil re
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coverable from a reservoir has been gradually increasing.
Some people foresee eventual recovery as high as 70%. This
could result in substantial increases in oil resources since the
oil not recovered in the initial production of an oil field is nor
mally still available for later recovery, although perhaps at
greater cost. The higher the estimate of remaining resources,
the greater the probability that underestimation errors of the
above type are being avoided, but the greater the probability of
overestimation. Table 1 is thought to include both low and high
estimates of resources of crude oil and natural gas liquids.
No attempt will be made here to enumerate the many fore
casts of ultimate oil reserves (the term ultimate is used to in
clude both past and future production or discoveries). The draft
Energy Resources report to the Committee on Natural Re
sources of the National Academy of Sciences lists fourteen esti
mates, one of which was made in 1948 and the rest since 1955.
“The Future Supply of Oil and Gas,” by Bruce Netschert (pub
lished for Resources for the Future by Johns Hopkins Press,
1958) lists four additional important forecasts in the 1950-1955
period as well as one in 1956, and there are still other fore
casts by knowledgeable people not listed in either source. The
current estimates discussed in the next section are of a suffi
ciently wide range to be representative of the historical esti
mates referenced above, and it is therefore unnecessary to dis
cuss the historical estimates here.

Current Resource Estimates
The Department of Interior provided the following estimate of
crude oil and natural gas liquid resources:
Billions of Barrels-(Q)

Known recoverable
reserves
Undiscovered recoverable
resources
Known marginal
resources
Undiscovered marginal
resources
Total
Combined total

Crude Oil

Natural Gas Liquids

48 (0.28)

7 (0.03)

200 (1.16)

30 (0.14)

44 (0.26)

Not estimated

300 (1.74)

60 (0.28)

592 (3.44)

97 (0.45)
689 (3.89)

The National Fuels and Energy Study Report makes the fol
lowing comments on petroleum reserves:
.. .The subject of oil reserves and resources has received exhaustive
and spirited professional attention for many years. The subject is

highly speculative; present professional conjecture as to the quantity
of oil recoverable from pools in the United States tabulates as follows:
Recoverable from the proved parts of known
reservoirs
Recoverable from extensions of known
reservoirs
Recoverable from pools yet to be discovered

More than 70
billion barrels
(?)
Less than 270
to 370 billion
barrels

The “Energy Resources” report discusses a new method for
estimating ultimate oil production (which is the same as ulti
mate reserves). This method is based on the use of mathemati
cal relationships between the time rate of production and the
time rate of proved reserves. The results of this analysis led
to the following conclusion with respect to reserves;
Rounding this (the natural-gas liquids estimate) off to 30 x 108 bbls.
and adding it to the 175 x 109 bbls. for crude oil, we then obtain 205 x
109 bbls. as our present estimate of the ultimate potential reserves of
liquid hydrocarbons of the United States. (Page 84.)

From the estimate of 205 billion barrels of ultimate reserves it
is necessary to deduct the estimate of past production of crude
oil and natural gas liquids which total about 73 billion barrels.
Thus, the resource figure for comparison with the other esti
mates is 132 billion barrels.
The Geological Survey Bulletin #1136 uses a figure of 436
billion barrels for remaining recoverable reserves of petroleum
and natural gas liquids as of January 1, 1959. This figure in
cludes estimates for Alaska. About 9 billion barrels of produc
tion must be subtracted from the Geological Survey figure to
adjust to a 1962 basis.

Comparison of Resource Estimates
The four petroleum resource estimates presented above are
representative of the range of recent estimates. For purpose of
discussion these are summarized below;
Remaining resources —1962

Draft energy resources report
Geological Survey Bulletin 1136
National fuels and energy study
Interior energy policy staff

Billions of
Barrels

Q

132
427
340 to 440f
689

0.6*
2.3
1.9 —2.4f
3.9

♦Computed from percentages in the report. On the same Btu/
barrel basis as the other figures, this would be 0.7 Q.
fNot quite this explicit; see accompanying text.
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The above figures exemplify the two main approaches to fore
casting future oil production. The three higher estimates use
historical discovery and production data as a guide but ulti
mately depend upon engineering and geological judgment. Such
estimates generally consider the areas favorable for petroleum
formation and accumulation, the estimated volume of sedimen
tary rock in these areas, geological similarity to better known
producing areas, etc. These methods bear considerable resem
blance to the methods used by Marius Campbell in making his
1913 estimate of U. S. coal reserves. It should, however, be
noted that oil exploration and recovery are major activities in
the United States, that great effort is expended by the oil indus
try on determining conditions and areas favorable to the forma
tion and accumulation of petroleum resources, and that the
Nation is almost certainly further along in the development of
its oil resources than in the development of its coal resources.
Consequently, estimates of this sort in the petroleum industry
are frequently reconsidered, the results of new geological in
formation incorporated, expectations of increased recovery
percentages utilized, and the general sophistication of the esti
mates increased. On the other hand, the coal industry, having
less need for new discoveries, has gone in the direction of re
fining the estimates of more or less known reserves rather than
making new estimates of undiscovered resources.
The other approach to estimating petroleum resources is
relatively mathematical. A mathematical model relating im
portant industry parameters such as discoveries, reserves, and
production is constructed and appropriate curves fitted to the
historical data as indicated by the model. These curves are gen
erally fitted as a function of time and their extension into the
future allows an estimate to be made of petroleum resources.
The first estimate in the preceding tabulation is an example of
this type of approach. The mathematical model used in this es
timate is new but various other resource experts have also used
mathematical models. Such mathematical estimates character
istically yield lower estimates than the geological judgment type
models.
Both the mathematical and geological type estimates have been
criticized. A certain amount of optimism is almost a necessary
characteristic of geologists engaged in oil exploration, and this
optimism may tend to bias geological type estimates on the
high side; furthermore these estimates vary widely between
various estimators. The mathematical type estimates, which use
time as a basic variable (as practically all do), must face the
philosophical question of whether or not it is ever possible to
forecast the amount of resources in the earth’s crust on the
historical record of discovery and production which, in the
broad sense, seem to be determined by the demand for petro
leum rather than by limiting geological factors. There are also
questions as to the ability of the mathematical models to com

pensate for known deficiencies in the historical discovery
figures.

Resource Costs
Resource costs for petroleum are about as indefinite as for
other resources although perhaps more frequently discussed.
With regard to crude petroleum, which constitutes the bulk of
the liquid hydrocarbon resources, and its by-product residual
oil used in steam-electric plants, the Department of the Interior
report says:
Unit prices of crude petroleum and residual fuel (Table 6) have also
declined in the 1950 — 1961 period and the outlook for the future is
similar to that of coal—probably some continued reduction and no
reason to expect significant differences in 1980-2000 prices from
those obtaining now.

The table referenced in the above quotation contained prices of
oil at the wellhead and residual fuel at the refinery. Prices
were stated in constant dollars.
The National Fuels and Energy Study points out the difficulty
of separating petroleum industry costs into components attribut
able to liquid hydrocarbons and natural gas separately and
makes the following statement about the combined costs:
The two approaches suggest the same conclusion. While there have
been fluctuations in price, there is little evidence of a trend in real
costs of finding, developing, and producing hydrocarbons, particularly
in recent years. On the other hand, the available data are weak and
the techniques speculative. A draft of this report circulated within
the petroleum industry found some persons who disagreed with the
above conclusion while others endorsed it. (Page 262.)

While the above quotations do provide some indications of
liquid hydrocarbon prices between now and the year 2000, they
seem rather clearly premised on the higher estimates of liquid
hydrocarbon resources and perhaps on substantial importation
as well. The estimates do not provide any basis for evaluation
of the recovery costs under current technology since they clearly
are based on continued technological improvements.

Natural Gas
There have been serious discussions of the Nation’s natural
gas resources since World War II. Prior to this natural gas
was produced either incidentally to the production of crude oil
or for local use. With the development of large diameter-long
distance pipelines, capable of moving natural gas from the
large producing areas in the southwest to large consuming areas
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in the east, natural gas resources became a matter of national
interest.
Most estimates of natural gas resources have been based on
corresponding estimates of crude oil resources. Basically, the
estimate of crude oil resources is multiplied by an estimate of
the gas-oil. ratio (i.e., the number of cubic feet of gas produced
per barrel of oil) to obtain an estimate of the amount of natural
gas. Historically, when natural gas was produced chiefly in conjunction with crude oil this was a reasonable method of estimat
ing natural gas resources. Now there is extensive exploration
for natural gas itself and much natural gas is produced inde
pendently of crude oil. Under these conditions, the method is
less valid even though the gas-oil ratio may be adjusted upward
in an attempt to account for the semi-independency of natural
gas.

Current Natural Gas Resource Estimates
The estimate of natural gas resources furnished by the De
partment of the Interior is as follows:
Known recoverable reserves
260 trillion cubic feet
(0.30 Q)
Undiscovered recoverable
reserves —1,200 trillion
cubic feet (1.32 Q)

Known marginal resources
Undiscovered marginal
resources —850 trillion
cubic feet (0.94 Q)

Total
Not included

Proved recoverable reserves given by
the American Gas Association.
“... based on a ratio of 6,000 feet of
gas discovered per barrel of oil.
Recent estimates of this ratio range
from 6,000 to 8,000 cu. ft. of gas
per barrel of oil, and hence the un
discovered recoverable reserves of
gas may be as high as 1,500 or
1,600 x 1012 cu. ft.”
“Not estimated.”
“Undiscovered marginal resources
are Zapp’s unpublished estimates
of resources not economic now.,, .
Deep drilling, however, might pro
duce much larger quantities, ..
2,318 trillion cubic feet (2.55 Q)
Several times the total amounts of
natural gas listed are included in
such sources as the Chattanooga
shale, coal resources, carbonaceous
shales, and other sources.

On the subject of natural gas, The National Fuels and Energy
Study Group report concludes:
6. The ultimate grand total of recoverable gas may be in the neigh
borhood of, say, 1,250 trillion cubic feet. This amount is compounded
as follows:
Recoverable from proved parts of known reservoirs: 260 trillion
cubic feet.

Recoverable from extensions to present areas and from pools yet to
be discovered: Potentially 1,000 trillion cubic feet, (Page 79.)
(Note: the term '‘ultimate” in 6. above does not appear to be used in
the sense of including past production.)

The draft “Energy Resources” report gives a maximum esti
mate of ultimate natural gas reserves of 1,053 trillion cubic
feet and a minimum estimate of 958 trillion cubic feet. An aver
age of 1,000 trillion cubic feet is adopted for the purposes of the
report. (Page 80.)
Geological Survey Bulletin #1136 derives a figure of 2,004
trillion cubic feet for ultimate natural gas resources. (Page 101.)

Comparison of Current Estimates
The four estimates of natural gas resources above are sum
marized below for purposes of comparison.
Remaining Natural Gas Resources
Source of Estimate

Trillions of Cubic Feet

Energy Resources Report
Nat. Fuels and Energy Study
Geo. Survey Bulletin #1136
Dept, of Interior to AEG

800*
1,250
1,804*
2,318

Q
0.8

1.3
1.9
2.5

*These estimates were in terms of ultimate resources. A
figure of 200 trillion cubic feet for past production has been
deducted to convert them to remaining resources.

All of these estimates are at least partially derived from the
application of gas-oil ratios to estimates of crude oil resources.
The figures from the draft “Energy Resources” report and the
Geological Survey Bulletin #1136 figure use this method directly.
The undiscovered recoverable resource component (1,200 trillion
cubic feet) of the Department of Interior’s figure also uses this
method. It is not clear whether the estimate of undiscovered
marginal resources is based on this method or not. In any event,
a good deal of the differences between the various estimates
can be attributed to differences in estimated crude oil resources
and in estimated future gas-oil ratios.

Resource Costs
Resource cost data are almost meaningless for natural gas.
Historical data on natural gas costs are inextricably involved
with crude oil costs. This also affects oil resource cost esti
mates. If prices instead of costs are considered on a strictly
energy basis, the average price of natural gas at the wellhead
seems somewhat low in relation to the price of competing fuels
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or a similar basis, and this probably indicates continued ability
for natural gas prices to rise.
The National Fuels and Energy Study report pointed out (as
quoted under crude oil) that there did not appear to be a trend
in joint crude oil and natural gas costs but that the data were far
from conclusive.
The Department of the Interior report says regarding natural
gas prices:

It seems probable that prices for gas will continue to increase until
a point of equilibrium with other fuels is reached. This point will not
represent price equality, for each fuel has certain advantages and
disadvantages in specific applications and geographic areas. As a
result of increasing gas prices it seems likely that supplies will be
diverted to uses where gas has inherent advantages and relatively
less will go into uses where its only value is to provide heat.
Despite the rising trend in gas prices and the probability that this
trend will continue, there is no evidence that during the predictable
future the supply-demand balance will cause, or even permit, gas to
be priced at a level that generally is not competitive with other fuels
in the regions where it now competes successfully.

Information submitted by the Federal Power Commission
seems to indicate that the average price of fuel delivered to
steam-electric plants, including those areas which are heavy
natural gas users, will increase by about 10% by 1980.
As ‘mentioned in connection with coal resource costs, the
Civilian Nuclear Power study based its evaluation of the com
petitive position of and savings from nuclear power on constant
fossil fuel costs. No precise breakdowns by fuel types were
used but it would appear that some shifts between fossil fuel
types and some small shifts in relative fossil fuel prices might
still be consistent with the assumptions of constant prices and
existing price distributions.

Appendix II
Magnitude and Utilization
of Nuclear Fuel Resources
Resources of Nuclear Fuels
Table 1 shows estimated U. S. resources of nuclear fuels, ura
nium and thorium, available at costs that fall within five price
ranges. The resources in each price category are separated
into those known with reasonable assurance and a total which
includes possible additional resources which are less certain* * * §
Table 1—U. S. NUCLEAR FUEL RESOURCES
Nuclear Fuels*
Uranium Resources
Price Range
($/lb U308)
5-10
10-30
30-501T
50-10011
100-50011

Reasonably
Assured Resources
(Thousand short tons U308)

i
Total Resources
(Thousand short tons U308)
800f
700§

380t
400
5,000

8,000

6,000

15,000

500,000

2 000,000

,

Thorium Resources
Price Range
($/lb Th02)
5-10
10-30
30-501T
50-10011
100-50011

Reasonably
Assured Resources
(Thousand short tons Th02)
100
100

,

Total Resources
(Thousand short tons Th02)
4001
200§

3,000

10,000

8,000

25,000
3,000,000

1 000,000

*USAEC, 1962; amounts by cost increment are additive,
tDemonstrated reserve plus cumulative amount of uranium delivered
to AEC to date. Demonstrated reserve yet to be mined is 175,000 tons.
|Including geologic estimate of future discoveries.
§ Incomplete estimate because of lack of data.
if Predicated upon recovery of both uranium and thorium from granite
and uranium only from shale and phosphate rock.
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with respect to their existence or economics. The $5 to $10
category includes natural uranium delivered to the AEC to date
and demonstrated reserves of uranium and thorium ores in
specific deposits now being mined or developed. The $10 to
$30 category includes presently uneconomic material peripheral
to and in the same mining districts as the low-cost reserves,
plus the higher grade and more easily minable portions of ex
tensive sedimentary deposits such as phosphate rock forma
tions or placers in which uranium or thorium are continuously
disseminated over broad areas. This type of deposit becomes
most prominent in the $30 to $50 category. The $50 to $100
and $100 to $500 categories include extensive granite bodies
with relatively uniform disseminations of uranium and thorium,
and portions of extensive sedimentary formations containing
less than 50 ppm uranium. It is assumed that both thorium and
uranium would be recovered from the granites.

History of Exploration-Growth of Reserves
Prior to 1952, domestic uranium was known to occur only in
small scattered deposits and economic reserves were meas
ured in thousands of tons of U308. From 1953 through 1959, with
the discovery of large concealed deposits (stimulated by incen
tives developed by the AEC), the greater abundance of uranium
was recognized and reserves plus AEC procurement have in
creased to about 380,000 tons. The saturation of the market
has resulted in the virtual cessation of exploration activities.
The favorable geologic potential of many untested areas indi
cates that, if exploration were to resume, reserves in deposits
similar to those now being exploited could rise to two or more
times this figure.
Discovery and development of thorium reserves have lagged
behind uranium because of less demand. Although a substantial
market still does not exist, thorium reserves recently incx eased
sharply as a result of a moderate amount of exploration in a
single district in Idaho. With exploration stimulated by a good
market, reserves of thorium in deposits minable under present
economics could increase several-fold.

Reliability of Estimates
Known reserves in the $5 to $10 price range have been
reliably and conservatively estimated and in the case of ura
nium are based on detailed investigation and high density
sampling. Estimates in the price categories above $10 per
pound are much more approximate, ranging from calculations
based on sparse sampling to pure extrapolations. They can be
considered only as potential resources because, although the
rock units are known to exist, their volumes and mineral con

tent have not been determined accurately and the predicated
future economics of exploitation are theoretical.

Current and Future Price Variations
The current domestic price of $8 per pound of uranium oxide
in concentrate in AEC contracts with milling companies is
fixed until the expiration of current contracts at the end of 1966.
Thereafter it is expected to decrease under a limited Govern
ment market until a larger industrial market develops. South
Africa, Canada, and some companies in the United States with
fully depreciated plants, are able to produce uranium at $ 4 to
$ 5 per pound. Under an expanding market, controlled by supply
and demand, the price of uranium should seek a higher level
unless large rich deposits are found. In the more distant future,
with further increase in demand and exhaustion of deposits of
the type presently exploited, the price may rise gradually into
the $10 to $30 category, and the uranium resources listed in
this price range would progressively become economic. Thorium
would be expected to follow a similar pattern, beginning at the
current price in a restricted market of about $5 a pound Th02.

Recovery Costs of Low-Grade Ores
The cost of recovery increases sharply as the grade of ore
decreases because of the larger amount of material that must
be processed to obtain a given quantity of end product and the
presence of deleterious associated constituents in most such
ores. Mining cost would be small compared to processing costs
in the higher price (lower grade ore) categories because mining
operations would be on a very large scale.

Availability of Uranium and Thorium
from Other Countries
Many other countries in the world have geologic settings
similar to the uranium producing areas of the United States and
should have comparable resources of uranium and thorium.
The largest low-cost deposits presently known in the world are
the uraniferous conglomerates of South Africa and Canada. Ura
nium resources in conglomerate will figure prominently in the
near future and intermediate term world market. This type of
deposit, however, has not been found in the United States.
Australia, Argentina, and France have reserves that should
be significant in any market in the $8 to $10 range. Sweden has
large reserves of uraniferous shales which may well be the
most significant source in the Free World in the $10 to $30
price range, and many countries have shales, phosphates, and
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granites with large uranium and thorium resources in the $50
to $100 and $100 to $500 price ranges.

Utilization of Nuclear Fuels
The energy content of the uranium and thorium resources
shown in Table 2 refers to the theoretical amount of fission
energy which would be released if all the thorium or uranium
fissioned. The useful energy release from each atom fissioned
is close to 200 Mev, and each gram fissioned yields 0.95 mega
watt days or 78 million BTU of energy output. Thus, one short
ton of U308 is equivalent to 5.9 x 1013 BTU and one short ton of
ThOz is equivalent to 6.3 x 1013 BTU.
Table 2—ENERGY CONTENT OF U. S. NUCLEAR
FUEL RESOURCES
(See Table 1 for Quantities of Fuel)
Uranium Resources
Price Range
$/lb U308
5-10
10-30
30-50
50-100
100-500

Fission Energy Content* in Qt
Reasonably Assured
Resources
22

24
300
360
30,000

Total
Resources
50
40
500
900
120,000

Thorium Resources
Price Range
$/lb ThQ2
5-10
10-30
30-50
50-100
100-500

6
6
200

500
63,000

25
13
650
1,600
190,000

♦These data pertain to the fission energy contained in
quantities of fuel listed in Table 1, based on fission of all
metal atoms.
fQ = one quintillion British Thermal Units (i.e., = 1018
BTU).

At best it seems impracticable to derive more than about 80%
of the energy theoretically contained in these fuels. The part of
the energy derivable will be limited to this extent by unrecover
able losses associated with processing reactor fuel and with
production of non-fissionable higher isotopes. This is discussed
later.

Reactor types presently available for commercial application
make use of a very small part of the uranium mined. Most of the
power they produce is obtained from direct fission of the
naturally occurring U-235 isotope. The balance of the mined
uranium is still available for future use since it exists as a
stored by-product of the uranium enrichment process.
E conomic incentives are expected to lead to more efficient
utilization of uranium over the next two decades. Such increases
in efficiency of utilization of naturally occurring nuclear fuels
will defer the time at which it becomes necessary to work lowgrade ores. In addition, increasing the amount of energy that
can be obtained from a given amount of nuclear fuel makes it
possible to use lower grade and more expensive ores, while
still remaining within tolerable fuel cost ceilings. Hence the
ability to use lower grade ores expands the resource base of
nuclear fuels.

Utilization
As used herein, the term “utilization ” is taken to mean the
fraction of mined uranium or thorium that fissions. This term
conveniently expresses how efficiently various reactors or fuel
cycles make use of mined uranium for sustaining a reactor in
operation. The utilization does not account for inventory buildup
considerations associated with the expanding nuclear economy
and these will be considered separately. It does not account for
the efficiencies of plants in converting heat to electricity.
Differences in plant thermal efficiencies are not insignificant
but are much smaller than their differences in fuel utilization
as defined earlier and discussed below.
As defined, the utilization does not take into account losses
of uranium in the mines. At the present time these are signifi
cant, but there is no basis for making an estimate of their mag
nitude. They are determined largely by the economics of the
situation, the prices paid for ore, and the miners’ estimates of
future demands.
After uranium is mined, milling operations on the ore in
modern mills are characterized by uranium losses on the
order of 3 to 5 percent. Conversion of the concentrates from
the mills to UF6 is accomplished with a loss of uranium that
ranges from one-quarter of one percent to one-half of one per
cent, depending on the process. The UFe then goes to the gase
ous diffusion plant.
The amount of uranium lost in pre-enrichment processes is
made up of the losses in mining, milling, and chemical conver
sion to feed materials for the enrichment process. Thus, the
utilization of mined uranium up to the point where it is fed into
the enrichment process is in the neighborhood of 95 percent.
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Current Utilization of U-235
Uranium-235 is the fissile isotope required to start a nuclear
power program. In the long term most nuclear energy will be
derived from U-238 and thorium, but U-235 will be the primary
source of nuclear energy for some time to come. Thus, the
fissile constituent of inventory build-up requirements for an
expanding nuclear economy for the next several decades must
be satisfied mainly with U-235. The amount of U-235 available
is affected by economics. From Table 1, the availability of
uranium ore is quite sensitive to the price one is willing to pay
for the material. In addition, the characteristics of the isotope
operation plants producing enriched uranium (hereafter referred
to as diffusion plants) are such that these plants reject a certain
amount of uranium-235 in a tails stream. This depleted uranium
will not be useful as a fuel until breeder reactors begin to play
a role in the economy—the depleted uranium tails from the dif
fusion plants must be considered as an “interim loss. ”
The characteristics of the diffusion plants are thermodynamic
in nature and therefore not subject to gross change. The Com
mission’s presently published charge for separative work re
quired in enriching uranium is $30 per Kg unit of separative
work,* The published charge for natural uranium feed to the
diffusion plants is $23.50 per KgU as UF6.
The present purchases of domestic natural uranium cost the
Commission $8 per pound of U308, which corresponds stoichiometrically to $20.80 per Kg of contained uranium. To this must
be added charges for converting U308 to UFS.
For the separative work charges just mentioned, if 0.25%
uranium were fed into the diffusion plant it would require $23.50
worth of separative work to produce one Kg of uranium at an
assay of 0.71%. It would be as economic to purchase new natural
uranium as it would be to enrich 0.25% material. Use of a feed
assay lower than 0.25% would require more than $23.50 worth
of separative work. This leads to the term “zero value tails ”
to denote the assay which is rejected from the diffusion plants
while producing enriched uranium at minimum unit cost for
product. The zero value assay is a function of the ratio of the
cost of feed to the cost of separative work. If the cost of natural
uranium feed is reduced, the zero value assay will increase and
* Separative work refers to, and is proportional to, the energy re
quired to operate a facility for enriching uranium. As used it applies
for steady state operation of the facility, and is expressed in units of
kilograms of uranium because the total amount of such energy is pro
portional to the total number of kilograms of uranium passing through
the plant in any interval. As an example, one unit of separative work
acting on one kilogram of natural uranium feed could produce about
5 grams of highly enriched (93%) uranium. In the process, the plant
would reject 995 grams of depleted tails (0.25% U-235).

vice-versa: for $5 ore the zero value assay is 0,3%; for $14
ore the assay is 0.2%.
With a tails assay of 0.25%, the U-235 available for fuel
makeup in the enriched uranium from the diffusion plants is
4.6 grams per Kg of natural uranium input and the amount re
jected to the tails stream is 2.5 g/KgU feed. Thus, enriched
uranium reactors have an opportunity to make use of 65% of the
U-235 in uranium entering the isotope separation plant. Forma
tion of U-236 and various processing losses reduce the fraction
of U-235 mined which can be fissioned in a converter reactor to
about 50% of the amount mined.

Thermal Converter Reactors
Most of the power from the thermal converter reactors pres
ently available for economic application results from fission of
the fissile material concentrated in the fuel while it was being
manufactured. A smaller part results from the two-stage proc
ess of conversion of fertile material to fissionable material and
subsequent fission of this material. Thus the fuel material has a
reactivity limit imposed on its life by the gradual depletion of
its fissionable material: at some point it must be discharged
and reenriched with additional fissionable material in order to
maintain core reactivity above some limiting value at which the
core becomes sub-critical. Uranium losses due to chemical
processing and refabrication of irradiated fuel in any one cycle
are small compared to the amount destroyed during irradiation
of the fuel and very much less than the uranium set aside as
tails in producing the enriched uranium in the fuel.
In general, present-day converter reactors that do not re
cycle bred fuel utilize no more than one percent of the uranium
mined. Even with plutonium recycle, they utilize no more than
2 percent. Table 3 illustrates this for several water reactors.
The illustrations do not necessarily apply to specific reactors,
but do show the uranium utilization in a general way.
The amounts of uranium required for buildup of an inventory
of fissionable material in a rapidly expanding nuclear system
can be as large as the makeup requirement for fuel consumed.
Over the next decade or two, thermal converter power reactors
are likely to be the type built. Typical current reactors of this
type (light-water moderated) have a specific power of 15 to 25
thermal kilowatts per kilogram of uranium in the core. If the
reactor plant has a net thermal efficiency of 33% (10,300 BTU/
KWH), the specific power in terms of electric units becomes 5
to 8 eKw/KgU. Further, if the reactor is initially enriched in
uranium-235 to say 2.5%, then in accord with the current price
schedule of enriched uranium,* it takes 4.9 kilograms of natu-

* Cascade tails assay of 0.25% U-235 in uranium.
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Table 3—UTILIZATION OF URANIUM MINED

Current Water Reactors
Fuel
Exposure
MWD/KgU

ReactorCladding
PWR-SS
PWR-SS
PWR-Zr
BWR-SS
BWR-Zr
BWR-Zr
D20-Zr

8.4
21.3
20.0

16.5
16.5
9.0
12.0

Utilization,
Fuel Enrichment, %
Initial

Discharge

3.4
4.0
2.7
2.5

2.5
1.9

2.0

0.8

1.5

0.9
0.4

1.2

1.2
1.2

%

Non-Pu
Recycle

Pu
Recycle

0.42
0.50
0.62
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.72

0.7
0.7
1.3
0.9
1.1
1.6
1.0

NOTES
Diffusion plant tails taken at 0.25% U-235, fuel cycle processing
losses taken as 2%. Pu recycle case approximated by assuming that Pu
is equivalent to 0.8 g U-235. The computed utilization is proportional to
the specific consumption rate of uranium-235 (grams U-235 consumed
per MWD of heat from the fuel).*

Table 4—NATURAL URANIUM REQUIREMENTS,
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE MODE OF OPERATION
Short tons UjOg, Cumulative from I960*
Year
Ending
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

Minedf

Committed for{
remainder of
plant lives

Mined plus
committed

3,000

3,000

6,000

10,000

11,000

21,000

30,000
70,000
140,000
300,000
560,000
1,000,000

30,000
70,000
160,000
330,000
640,000
1,100,000

60,000
140,000
300,000
630,000
1,200,000
2,100,000

*See Appendix IV, Table 16 for the nuclear power
growth that corresponds to these requirements.
fUranium mined to provide initial inventory and
makeup requirements through the year stated.
{The additional amount of uranium that would be
required to sustain operation of reactors built
through the year stated. New plants are all based on
a 30-year life.

ral uranium to provide one kilogram of enriched fuel in place
in the reactor. Thus the specific power may now be expressed
as 1.0 to 1.7 eKw/Kg natural uranium mined. Additional re
quirements for fuel exist in unit operations external to the re
actor which further reduce the average specific power.
If only water reactors were built and their uranium utilization
averaged 1.3 percent, the amount of uranium that would have
been used, or committed for use, in existing water reactors up
to the year 2000 would be as given in Table 4. The amount
mined plus committed would be more than 2 million tons, more
than appears to be in the country at prices up to $30 per pound.
Thus, in the long term, improvements in fuel utilization must
be achieved if the nuclear industry is to become capable of
supplying amounts of low cost energy many orders of magnitude
greater than the probable fossil fuel resources. Presumably
this implies that breeder reactors must be developed.

Energy Cost Versus Uranium Ore Cost
The uranium mining industry in general will first deplete
readily accessible deposits, then less accessible deposits.
Resulting future increases in the cost of uranium ore will tend
to increase the fuel cost of converter reactors, due primarily
to the increases in the direct cost of fissionable material con
sumed. The fuel cost of breeder reactors under these condi
tions will be affected in a manner discussed below.
Increases in ore prices will increase the market value of
fissionable materials. Since breeder reactors can produce
somewhat more fissionable material than they consume, the
value of the fissionable material they produce will more than
offset the cost of fissionable material consumed. If the rate of
production of fissionable material were high enough in a breeder
reactor, the income from sale of excess plutonium would tend to
offset financing charges on the investment in fissionable mate
rials, and the fuel cost of such reactors would be relatively
insensitive to the cost of uranium ore.
An analysis has been made of the dependence of fuel costs on
the cost of uranium ore. It was done on the basis of current
economics and in reactors believed to be technically feasible,
although not yet demonstrated. Figure 1 illustrates that when
ore costs increase, the increase in fuel makeup costs and in
ventory carrying charges, less credits for plutonium produced,
is much smaller for breeders than for converters.
The converter reactor used as a basis for Figure 1 is a
water-moderated system such as might be ordered today. The
fast breeder reactor uses a mixture of the oxides of plutonium
and natural uranium as fuel, and liquid sodium as a coolant; it
is a reactor that might be built on the basis of present tech
nology. Because of the limitations of present-day technology
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and economics, the average breeding ratio is taken to be only
slightly above unity. Over the next couple of decades it should
be possible to achieve significantly higher breeding ratios. If
this is done breeder reactor fuel costs will be far less affected
by increasing ore costs than indicated in Figure 1.

CURRENT
PRICE

Fig. 1 — A Comparison of the Effect of Ore Prices on Fuel Costs of
Thermal and Breeder Reactors.*

The graph in Figure 1 was prepared on the following specific
bases:
1. Fuel costs for both reactors are normalized to 1.5 M/
kwh for $8/lb U308.
2. Fuel inventory charge is at 10%/yr, including inventory
external to the core.
3. Plutonium price is taken as $8/g for $8/lb U308, and
proportional to the U-235 top product charge for other U3Og
prices.
4. Diffusion plant operation is optimized for indicated ore
prices; cost of separative work is taken as $30/KgU.*

*The fast reactor fuel costs are normalized to thermal reactor fuel
costs at the $8 ore price. The slope of the lines reflects changes in
depletion, and use charges, and plutonium credit.
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Breeder Reactors
Breeder reactors produce more fissionable material than
they consume. The limiting condition to the utilization of nu
clear material by such reactors is the ratio of loss per ir
radiation cycle to the burnup fraction per irradiation cycle. In
breeder fuel cycles, cyclic processing losses are likely to be
the major factor in determining utilization. If the burnup
fraction (percent of fuel atoms fissioned during a typical
irradiation) were 10%, and the processing losses between such
irradiations were 2%, and uranium lost due to formation of
non-fissionable heavy element chains were relatively small,
the utilization would be close to 80%.
A high breeding ratio is not particularly important to the
fuel utilization in a specific breeder reactor plant, as long as
the breeding ratio exceeds a threshold level such that the
amount of additional plutonium produced in the fuel during its
residence in the reactor core exceeds the amount lost in re
processing and refabricating the fuel. High breeding ratios are
important for other reasons than uranium utilization in a par
ticular plant: a high breeding ratio facilitates satisfying the
requirements of plutonium for additional new fast breeders; and
if a part of the nuclear reactors in operation have high breed
ing ratios, this yields corresponding improvement in the
average utilization of fuel by the entire group of reactors.
The possibility of breeding exists because under the proper
conditions, specific fissionable materials give off more than
two neutrons per neutron absorbed: this ratio is called eta and
is only slightly greater than two in even the best of breeders.
The average value of eta is affected somewhat by the average
energy of the neutrons entering the fissionable material, since
more neutrons are released from fissions brought about by
fast neutrons than slow neutrons. Illustrative values for eta
are given below:
Table 5—ILLUSTRATIVE VALUES FOR ETA

Thermal Reactor
Fast Reactor

U-235

Pu-239

U-233

to
to

1.6 to 1.9
2.4 to 2.7

2.2 to 2.3
2.3 to 2.4

1.8
2.0

2.1
2.2

The ranges of values in Table 5 account for reasonable ranges
of composition of reactor cores and resulting variations in
neutron energy spectra. The possibility of breeding in a fast
reactor containing U-238 fertile material is appreciably en
hanced by a small tendency of U-238 to fission directly on
absorbing one fast neutron. This so-called fast-fission effect is
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equivalent to about a 15% increase in a value of eta from
Table 5 for such a fast reactor.
Since eta is at best only slightly above two, successful
breeder reactors must be designed and built in ways that
conserve neutrons. As explained in the main Report, breeding
gains require that fuel material be not overly diluted with
structural materials, coolants, or other substances that re
duce the efficiency with which neutrons are utilized. Many
trade-offs and optimizations must be made in the design of a
specific, practical breeder reactor. Reactor safety, high spe
cific power, and low fuel fabrication and fuel reprocessing
costs must be achieved by such a plant, and there will be
some resulting impact on the rate at which bred fuel is pro
duced.
Operating on plutonium or uranium-233, fast or thermal
breeders will have respective net annual production rates of
about 3 to 4% of their fuel inventory. This annual increase is
less than the 6% per year required to provide the fuel needed
for fast breeder construction to keep up with the growth pro
jected for electrical power generation, and far less than that
required to overtake it. If operated on U-235 fuel, such reac
tors would produce bred fuel at far slower rates (see Table 5)
and their economics would undoubtedly be quite poor. Hence,
at least during the initial period of expansion it will be de
sirable or even necessary to supplement breeders by con
verters to produce sufficient plutonium.

The Breeder-Converter Complex
Fast breeders probably can be developed and ready for
widespread use by some time in the 1970’s to early 1980’s. By
that time it seems reasonable to expect that a sizeable number
of converter reactors will be in operation. In Appendix IV,
total nuclear electrical generating capacity is estimated at
40,000 MW in 1980. It is therefore of practical interest to con
sider a growing nuclear power industry in which new plants be
ing completed after 1980 are increasingly of the breeder type,
but in which most of the installed capacity in 1980 is of the
converter type.
Converters and breeders will be related by plutonium supply
and demand. The value of plutonium tends to be determined by
the use to which it can be put, and the demand for it. For in
stance, the values used in Appendix IV are set at the fuel value
estimated for the plutonium when re-used in thermal converter
reactors, and therefore are somewhat less than the correspond
ing value of uranium-235. Use of plutonium fuel in a fast breeder
will increase the net plutonium production rate of the breeder
significantly above that attainable with U-235.
The prices paid for plutonium will depend quantitatively on
how strong the demand is for nuclear power, on the then-

current cost of producing enriched uranium, and on how rapidly
fast breeders are being built. Study of the estimate of nuclear
resources in Table 1 and the natural uranium requirements of
converter reactors in Table 4, indicates that sometime during
the decade from 1990 to 2000, the price for U308 or Th02 is
likely to increase several-fold. Such an increase will have
an impact on fuel cycle cost, as illustrated in Figure 1, of
such a magnitude that the fast breeder-type reactors would
be expected to compete favorably with the converters. For
these reasons rapid growth in the number of breeder reac
tors is expected in the years 1980 to 2000.
Rapid growth in the number of breeders will give rise to a
demand for plutonium and, as explained in the section on
Breeders, the demand will be too great to be satisfied by the
production of excess plutonium in the breeders themselves. To
the extent that the demand for plutonium cannot be satisfied it
will be necessary to use U-235 burning converters or to fuel
new fast reactors with less advantageous enriched uranium as
a substitute for plutonium.
The use of plutonium in fast breeders can earn for converter
reactors a better price for their plutonium than the one postu
lated in Appendix IV (recycle of plutonium to converters during
the next two decades). Plutonium from converter reactors
therefore will be used in fast breeders to the extent that it is
available. The plutonium output from a unit of converter reac
tor capacity will be sufficient to allow installation of a unit of
additional plutonium-fueled fast breeder capacity about every
ten years; the increased value of plutonium produced in con
verters will prolong their useful economic life.
Breeders can operate with an input of depleted uranium.
Thus, depending on how fast the breeder reactors come into
service, there will eventually be a time when all the depleted
uranium accumulated in the uranium enrichment process for
weapons purposes and during the early growth of converter
reactors, can be re-introduced to the reactor complex.
A rapid growth is anticipated in nuclear power (see Ap
pendix IV).- For the specific growth curve used in this study,
the amount of nuclear energy produced during the interval
1995 to 2000 is equal to the amount produced during the in
terval 1960 to 1995. Thus, the utilization being experienced
during the last five years of this century is probably as im
portant as the utilization during the 33-year period immedi
ately ahead. By the end of the century, easily accessible ore
in the United States will have been mined or committed.
A gradual increase is to be expected in the last two decades
of this century in the ratio of breeder to converter reactors.
There will be a corresponding gradual decrease in the de
pendence of the nuclear power industry on fission of relatively
scarce U-235 as a source of energy, and a corresponding
gradual increase in the efficiency with which mined nuclear
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fuels are utilized. While gradual improvements in the utiliza
tion of uranium in converter reactors somewhat reduce ura
nium requirements,* the achievement of a conversion ratio
somewhat above unity in the entire existing nuclear power
generating industry is required by some time in the last decade
of this century for the timely utilization of nuclear resources.

*In improved converters, or “near breeders” it is technically feasi
ble to achieve conversion ratios close to unity. Such reactors require
little fissile makeup to sustain the reactor in a recycle mode of opera
tion. It appears that thermal near breeders will involve the use of the
thorium cycle and it is in these applications that the country can make
the best use of thorium over the next several decades. Near-breeders
require correspondingly less U-235 makeup, accumulate lesser amounts
of depleted uranium in the course of sustaining their operation, and ap
pear capable of utilizations in the range of 10 percent.

Appendix III
Overall Growth
of Energy Requirements
A projection of energy consumption over the next few hundred
years was prepared in order to illustrate the relationship
between our requirements for energy and the magnitude of our
various energy resources. The availability of abundant low cost
energy supplies has been generally recognized in the past as an
important factor in the prosperity and rapid growth of this na
tion. This has led to many such studies of energy requirements
and supplies, and the statistics on energy are among the better
historical series of data. As a result of these studies, the con
ditions governing energy supply and demand are probably better
understood than for most other commodities. Nevertheless,
there is still a considerable range of uncertainty as to future
energy requirements, especially for periods of time of the order
of 100 years.
The history of energy consumption has been a dynamic one
characterized by substantial growth of overall energy require
ments and shifting market shares between the various fuels.
Before 1880 fuel wood was the dominant energy source, supply
ing over 50% of inanimate energy. By 1895 coal was the domi
nant energy source, supplying over 50% of energy requirements,
and fuel wood was declining not only percentage-wise but also
in absolute amounts. Coal continued to dominate the field until
1946, at which time petroleum, including natural gas, became
equal in usage with coal. Since 1946 coal’s share of the market
has declined while that of petroleum has increased to the point
where crude oil and natural gas now supply about 73% of our
energy compared to 23% for coal, the remaining 4% being
hydroelectric. Furthermore, there have been shifts within the
petroleum field with natural gas and natural gas liquids con
sumption growing much faster than consumption of crude oil and
its products. Although not necessarily indicative of the future,
it is interesting to note that the rise of a major new energy
source during the remainder of this century would certainly be
typical of the history of energy supply.
The United States has never been faced with a fuel shortage
over an extended period of time. Unlike some other countries,
consumption of energy is determined by the uses which are found
for it rather than by supply limitations. As a result, per capita
use of energy has been stimulated and, along with population
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growth, has greatly expanded energy requirements in the United
States.
In projecting national energy consumption, as with many other
economic quantities, it is useful to project them as an explicit
function of time. Such projections are mathematically quite
straightforward since the factors involved usually change rather
slowly over tune. A more detailed projection of energy con
sumption might, take into account such things as changes in fuel
types, saturation of specific energy uses, development of new
uses for energy, changes in the efficiency of energy use, and
shifts in the age distribution of the population.
The projection in this report was intended to be illustrative
rather than definitive, and while consideration lias been given to
many relevant factors, the projection does not make specific
allowance for each such factor. Since if has been clearly demon
strated that population growth rates change meaningfully over
time, it was considered desirable to project population and per
capita consumption separately. The population of the United
States was taken to be equal to 180 million in 1960 and currently
increasing at the rate of 1.75% per year. Historical statistics
indicate that it grew by about 35% over each ten year span in the
early nineteenth century. By the start of this century it was in
creasing by about 20% in each decade, and by the middle of this
century it. was increasing by about 17,5% in each decade. This
continuing population growth at a slowly decelerating rate was
characterized for the purpose of this study by a 1.75% per year
increase in population at the present time, but the percentage
increase was taken to be multiplied by a factor of 0.990 for each
passing year. Summation of such increases over future years
leads to a population of 246 million in 1980, which is consistent
with the third highest of four recent; Bureau of Census projec
tions, their Series III Estimate; it leads to a population of 320
million in 2000 A.D. and a population of one billion in the distant
future.
Per capita energy consumption is also taken to increase at a
gradually slower rate. Using sources such as the Statistical
Abstract of the United States it was found that over the 19401960 interval the per capita consumption of energy increased
by about 1.5% per year. This agrees well with the current rate
of increase in population of 1.75% per year, and a current rate
increase in energy consumption of 3,25% per year, as projected
to 1980 by the National Fuels and Energy Study of the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs of the United States Senate.
The average annual increase in per capita use during the
10-year 1950-1960 interval was only 1%, significantly less than
the 1.5% used in this study. The difference was considered
likely to be due to transient: effects during this decade resulting
from a rapid increase m the proportion of t H'dren in the
population, and because of the rapid introduction during the

1950-1960 period of higher efficiency equipment, equipment
whose introduction to use was delayed by World War II.
In any case, the rate of increase in per capita energy con
sumption, when expressed in percent increase during one year,
was arbitrarily taken to fall off by a factor of two during each
100 years in the future. A straightforward and adequately ac
curate way to compute future increases on this basis is to
multiply the present value, 1.5% per year, by a factor of 0.993
for each passing year. Summation of such increases over future
years leads to three times the present per capita use at the end
of the next 100 years, five times the present use at the end of
the next 200 years and, if projected indefinitely, eventual per
capita use at almost 9 times the present rate.
Table 1 shows the rates of annual increase, in percent, of the
population and energy consumptions.
TABLE 1 —RATE OF ANNUAL INCREASE, PERCENT PER YEAR

Year

Population

Per Capita
Energy Consumption

National Energy
Consumption

1960
1980

1.75
1.43
1.17
0.65
0.24

1.50
1.31
1.13
0.75
0.38

3.28
2.76
2.31
1.40
0.62

2000

2060
2160

Table 2 lists various forecasts of energy consumption in the
United States. Since this report is chiefly concerned with the
exhaustion of resources, only forecasts of energy consumption
going to at least the year 2000 are included. Many other short
term forecasts going to 1975 or 1980 exist. However, practically
all fall within the range of 1980 figures shown here and hence
would add little to the information contained in Table 2.
Table 3 and Figure 1 give cumulative energy consumption
estimates corresponding to the rates given in Table 2.
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TABLE 2 —LONG RANGE FORECASTS OF DOMESTIC ENERGY
CONSUMPTION
Consumption in
Quadrillion (10iB) Btu
Author

Publication

Putnam*
Weeksf
Searl*
Sporn
Electrical World
Resources for the Future
AEC (this study)
Draft report to the Committee
on Natural Resources of
the National Academy of
Sciences}
Department of Interior
Energy Policy Staff
Characterization of Forecast
by Department of Interior
Staff: 7
Upper —extravagant
Upper middle
Lower middle
Lower —ultraconservative

1953
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1962

78
81
83
82

1962

67

101

142
82
73
54

460
160
123
65

1980
88

92
86

2000

148
187
170
105
125
138
135

2050

1,110

745

347

27 5 §

1962

8,500**
750
440
105

*AEC sponsored.
fConverted from billions of barrels of oil equivalent, the unit used by
Weeks.
JDerived from base of 44.9 x 1015 Btu in 1960 and growth rate of 2.04%
given in the draft report on page 31 and in Figure 15.
§The curve from which the growth rate of 2.04% is taken is terminated
at the year 2010. Continuation of this growth rate gives the figure of 275
in the year 2050.
7Page 27 and Figure 1 of Department of Interior submission to AEC,
June 29, 1962.
**The curve showing this projection ran off the graph giving the pro
jections in the year 2013. This figure is a continuation of its rate of
growth; such continuation is not necessarily intended by the Department
of the Interior.

TABLE 3 —CUMULATIVE DOMESTIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION*
(Cumulative from January 1, 1960)
Cumulative Consumption
in Q (1018 Btu)
Author

Publication

1980

2000

2050

Weeks
SearIfAEC (this study)
Draft report to the Committee
on Natural Resources of
the National Academy of
Sciences
Department of Interior
Energy Policy Staff
Characterization of Forecast
by Department of Interior
Staff:
Upper —extravagant
Upper middle
Lower middle
Lower —ultraconservative

1960
1960
1962

1.29
1.25
1.25

3.9
3.7
3.4

29.4
23.0
15.0

1962

1.09

2.7

11.3t

1.66
1.22
1.16
0.99

7.1
3.5
3.1
2.2

150.0§
21.5
15.4
6.5

1962

♦Based on forecasts for consumption to year 2050 from Table 2.
f AEC sponsored.
|The curve from which the growth rate of 2.04% is taken is termi
nated at the year 2010. Continuation of this growth rate gives the figure
of 275 in the year 2050.
§The curve showing this projection ran off the graph giving the pro
jections in the year 2013. This figure is a continuation of its rate of
growth; such continuation is not necessarily intended by the Department
of the Interior.

Interior,
"Extravagant
Assumptions'

Weeks

___

Searl
Interior,
"Slightly Low"—
Interior, "Low"
AEC, This Study
Report to NAS

Interior, "Very
Pessimistic"

1980

2000

2020

2040

2060

YEAR

Fig. 1 — Cumulative Energy Consumption (United States—Cumulative
from Jan. 1, 1960).

Appendix IV
Economics and Nuclear Growth
Introduction
The energy resource picture (Civilian Nuclear Power. . .Report
to the President—1962, Figure 2) presents a clear need for
nuclear power in the long term. This appendix discusses a
growth phase during which a gradual transition takes place
from fossil fuels to nuclear fuels for generation of electrical
power. In a free economy, economics and public acceptance
will determine the rate of growth of this nuclear power.
Several civilian nuclear power plants are in successful opera
tion today and their performance, particularly power output
capability, reliability and ease of operation, has proven
favorable.

Discussion
There is a continuing trend toward larger unit sizes of elec
tric generating capacity. At the present time, half (about 50
individual units) of the new generating capacity on order is in
unit sizes larger than 300 MW. The use of large units for base
load service results in investment and operating economies. A
nuclear plant is more costly to construct than a fossil fueled
plant. This is compensated for by the nuclear fuel cost gen
erally being less than fossil fuel costs in high fuel cost areas.
As unit sizes increase, the unit capital cost of the nuclear
plant decreases more rapidly than the unit cost of a fossil
fueled plant. This serves to lessen the capital cost disadvantage
of the nuclear plant, thereby improving its relative competi
tiveness.

Incentive for Current Development
There are a number of reasons for proceeding today with
major development programs to assure early commercial
application of nuclear power. As discussed previously, there
is a clear need for nuclear power in the long term. The AEC
staff estimated that by about 1970 nuclear generation will be
about 2% of total utility generation. The overall growth of the
electric utility industry during the remainder of this century
is generally projected at slightly more than 6% per annum. In
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order to supply, in the year 2000, the amounts of nuclear elec
tric power which our analyses of energy resources and demand
indicate to be desirable, nuclear electric capacity must grow
at about 18% per annum in the 1970-2000 period. Any substan
tial delay in the development of commercial nuclear power
would require even higher and more difficult-to-achieve growth
rates for the same amount of installed nuclear capacity in the
year 2000.
Efficiency of operation and low cost construction are to a
considerable extent brought about through construction and
operating experience. After more than half a century of ex
perience, fossil fueled steam-electric plants are still achiev
ing very worthwhile increases in efficiency and reductions in
real dollar construction costs. It seems almost certain that
part of the improvement in nuclear-electric plants will come in
the same manner. Consequently, nuclear generation in the
year 2000 will be more efficient and lower cost if a number of
large nuclear plants are built during the next ten to fifteen
years, than if the acquisition of this experience is delayed.
The weight given to the above reasons for early commercial
development of nuclear power must depend, in part, upon the
relative costs of fossil and nuclear electric power. Fortunately,
there are real economic savings to be realized through the
substitution of nuclear energy for fossil energy in new instal
lations in gradually increasing areas of the country. New com
mercial nuclear-electric plants should be realizing these
savings by the early 1970’s. There is, therefore, also a strong
economic reason for the early development of commercial
nuclear power.
The substantial economic savings which will result from
the successful application of nuclear power will arise largely
from a combination of the following factors.
1. Reduction in the cost of electricity at the bus bar from
both conventional and nuclear fuels in many areas of the
country. While today this applies only to areas characterized
by high fossil fuel costs, the relative economics of nuclear
power will continue to improve so that it will gradually be
come economic in ever-increasing areas of the country.
This will be true even if costs of delivered fossil fuel do not
increase. Quantitative estimates of the savings attributed to
nuclear power under the assumption of constant fossil fuel
costs are given subsequently.
2, The fossil fuels used will be available to the nation at
a lower cost than in the absence of nuclear power. While
some beneficial effects of nuclear power on fossil fuel costs
have already been observed, these are of a short term
competitive nature and are less important than future reduc
tion in the cost of producing fossil fuels that may be brought
about by nuclear power. These cost reductions may occur in
at least two distinct ways.

(a) The competitive stimulus of nuclear power will lead
to increased research and development on coal mining,
transportation, and consumption methods. As a result, the
cost of coal delivered to the consumer will be lower than
in the absence of such research and development.
(b) The application of nuclear power will result in defer
ring the time at which it will become necessary to recover
marginal fossil fuel resources for energy usage. Certainly
as high grade reserves of fossil fuels are depleted, the
remaining portions must be covered with greater difficulty.
Similarly as the more favorably located reserves are
depleted, transportation of fuel or electric power over
greater distances may be required. Approximately threefourths of the remaining fossil fuel reserves are located
west of the Mississippi, whereas most of our energy is
presently consumed in the eastern half of the country.
Because nuclear power will absorb part of the increase
in energy demand, the nation will, at any point in time,
have available higher grade, better located reserves of
fossil fuels than if more extensive fossil fuel exploitation
had been carried out. Thus, at any point in time, fossil
fuel costs should be lower than otherwise would be the case.
Also, by delaying the time at which a given marginal re
source needs to be produced, there is allowed additional
time for the development of improved technology for the
recovery of this resource.

Nuclear Plant Economics
The economics of nuclear power plants are presently in a
transition phase. The existence of such a time element has
been considered in this evaluation.
In June 1959, the Division of Reactor Development undertook
an extensive evaluation of the economic potential of large cen
tral station nuclear power applications. This evaluation in
cluded detailed studies of various reactor types, based on the
technology current at that time. Methods of cost evaluation
were developed for comparing the various nuclear plants, and
for comparing them with a range of sizes of fossil plants. The
results of this evaluation were used in formulating a recom
mended development program; the evaluation and the program
were published in I960.* Much subsequent information is pub
licly available on the applicability of nuclear plants to genera
tion of competitive electric power. It can be found in reports on
Commission-supported activities and in trade and other publi
cations reporting news of research, development, and com
mercial activities in the atomic energy field.

*TID-8516,-8517, and -8518.
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A series of seminars held at AEC Headquarters during the
study provided current information useful to this evaluation of
nuclear plant economics. Representatives of AEC contractor
organizations and others made presentations of their own on
prospects for civilian nuclear power. Presentations were
evaluated by consultants and advisors to the Commission as
appropriate.
The current transition in the economics of nuclear plants is
in part due to the rapid development of engineering and scien 
tific information in a technology that is new compared to that,
of fuel burning steam-electric plants; it is in part due to the
above-described trends toward larger unit sizes for all kinds
of electric generating capacity, and to improvements in plant
efficiencies and manufacturing and construction costs, improve
ments gained with industrial experience and growth in the nu
clear field. As discussed below, the volume of construction of
nuclear reactors is expected to show a rapid increase with
time. As this occurs and as reactor designs show a tendency
to become standardized, large economies can be gained. This
applies both to construction costs of reactors and the several
component steps in the fuel cycle.
It is difficult to predict exact costs of nuclear power because
of these continuing changes. A plant built today can later bene
fit from general improvements in the technology of the fuel
cycle. Thus, the fuel cost will change with time. In addition,
reactors are initially rated very conservatively as regards
heat output capability, and as experience is gained, the power
level of a given reactor is increased.* Further, the cost of
operating a nuclear plant is in most cases less than that of a
fossil fueled plant, thereby favoring base load operation of the
nuclear plants. (This last factor is not included in the economic
comparisons presented below; that is, the nuclear and fossil
plant comparisons are all on the basis of both plants operating
at the same capacity factor).
The estimates presented below prepared by the AEC staff
include allowances for future improvement in the cost of power
from a given nuclear plant after it is built. This is done as
follows:
1. The fuel cost is estimated both for the initial operation
of the reactor and for a period approximately five years
later.
2. The output of a nuclear plant placed in service in 1966
is taken to increase, at no capital cost increase, by 10% five

*Shippingport reactor rating (which was quite conservative initially)
is being increased from 60 MWe to 150 MWe equivalent. The Yankee
rating has increased from 136 MWe to 155 MWe. The Dresden rating
has increased from 180 MWe to 200 MWe. These data are on a net ca
pacity basis.

years after startup. For the later plants, lesser increases
are postulated (i.e., 1970 plant—7%, 1975 plant —3%, and 1980
plant—no increase). The presentation of the reactor economics
is therefore given by two sets of costs. It appears that the
economics given in the column labeled “five years later” is
the more significant in comparing the economics of nuclear
and fossil fueled plants.
Typical economics for nuclear plants that can be ordered
today and placed in service in 1966 are given in Tables 1, 2,
and 3. The basis on which these tables were prepared is

TABLE 1—CURRENT SITUATION: COMPETITIVENESS OF 400 MW NET,
SINGLE UNIT PLANTS ENTERING SERVICE IN 1966

Initial Operation

Same Nuclear Plant,
Five Years Later

Estimated Competitive Estimated Competitive
Nuclear
Coal
Nuclear
Coal
Plant Costs Plant Cost* Plant Costs Plant Cost*
Competitive Fossil Fuel
Cost (In cents per
million BTU)*
Capital Cost, $/KW netEnergy Cost, M/KWHFixed Charges, M/KWH
Fuel Cost, M/KWH
Operation, Maintenance
and Insurance, M/KWH

182
6.4
3.64
2.12

0.60

41
132
6.4
2.64
3.45

165
5.8
3.30
1.87

0.27

0.60

34
132
5.8
2.64
2.86

0.27

♦This comparison is stated in terms of the hypothetical fossil fuel cost that
would make the cost of power from an indoor-type fossil fuel plant just com
petitive with the estimated cost of power from a nuclear plant.
NOTES
1. Fixed charges on plant investment are figured at 14%/year; plant capacity
factors at 80%.
2. Fuel cost includes working capital requirements.
3. The fuel cost is based upon either (a) lease of fuel from the Government at
present prices or, equivalently, (b) private ownership of the fuel (at 10% annual
investment charge) with a reduced schedule of uranium charges ($ 5/lb ^Og,
$30 separative work) and plutonium credit adjusted accordingly; fuel costs are
the same for both cases.
4. The output of the nuclear plant “five years later” is 10% greater than
during “initial operation. ’ ’
5. The fuel cost decrease results from technological improvement in the fuel
cycle.
6.
The net thermal efficiency of the coal plant is taken as 40%, the nuclear
plant is 32%.
7. The nuclear plant is a light water reactor.
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TABLE 2—CURRENT SITUATION. COMPETITIVENESS VS. SIZE
FOR PLANTS ENTERING SERVICE IN 1966
Cost of Elec
tricity from Nuclear Plant
Initial
Operation

Plant Size
MW net

Five Years
Later

M/KWH
7.6
6.7
6.4

200

300
400
500

Initial
Operation
f

6.9

Five Years
Later

per million BTU

51
43
41
39

6.1

5.8
5.6

6.2

Nuclear Plant Com
petitive with Coal Costing

43
36
34
33

NOTES
1. Fixed charges on plant investment are figured at 14%/year; plant
capacity factors at 80%.
2. Fuel cost includes working capital requirements.
3. The fuel cost is based upon either (a) lease of fuel from the Gov
ernment at present prices or, equivalently, (b) private ownership of the
fuel (at 10% annual investment charge) with a reduced schedule of ura
nium charges ($5/lb U3O3, $30 separative work) and plutonium credit
adjusted accordingly; fuel costs are the same for both cases.
4. The output of the nuclear plant “five years later” is 10?o greater
than during “initial operation.”
5. The fuel cost decrease results from technological improvement in
the fuel cycle.
6. The net thermal efficiency for the coal plant is taken as 40%, the
nuclear plant as 32%.
7. The nuclear plant is a light water reactor.

TABLE 3—NUCLEAR PLANT COMPETITIVENESS VERSUS FIXED
CHARGE RATE AND CAPACITY FACTOR
(400 MW Single Unit Plant Entering Service in 1966)
Cost of Electricity
from Nuclear Plant
Fixed
Charge
Rate,
%/year

Plant*
Capacity
Factor,
%

14
14
14

70
80
90
70
80
90
70
80
90

10
10
10

7
7
7

Initial
Operation

Five Years
Later

M/KWH
7.0
6.4
5.8
5.8
5.3
4.9
4.8
4.4
4.1

Nuclear Plant Competi
tive with Coal Costing
Initial
Operation

Five Years
Later

$ per million BTU
6.4
5.8
5.3
5.3
4.8
4.4
4.4
4.0
3.8

43
41
38
39
37
35
35
34
32

36
34
32
33
31
29
30
29
28

* Nuclear and coal plant at same capacity factor. Explanatory notes of
Table 1 generally apply to this table.

explained in notes under Table 1 and in later Tables. The
comparison in Table 1 indicates the reference 400 MW nuclear
plant to be initially competitive with fossil fuel costing 41 cents
per million BTU; about five years later the nuclear plant is
competitive with fossil fuel costing 34 cents per million BTU.
The relative economics of nuclear versus fossil fueled plants
are sensitive to plant size. Table 2 indicates how the economic
competitiveness varies with unit size for a plant which could be
ordered today.
The relative economics of nuclear and fossil fueled plants
are affected by the applicable fixed charge rate on capital in
vestment, and by the plant capacity factor. Table 3 shows how
variations in the fixed charges and the plant capacity factor can
substantially alter the economic comparisons. Except for
Table 3 the Tables in this Appendix are all based on the same
typical values, namely 14% fixed charge rate on plant invest
ment and 80% plant capacity factor. This typical fixed charge
rate on plant investment includes costs of money, depreciation,
replacement of short-lived components, and taxes; cost of
insurance is included elsewhere, in operating expenses. This
typical value of the plant capacity factor is simply the ratio
(expressed in per cent) of the actual electrical generation in a
year of plant operation to the generation if the plant operates
continuously throughout the year at full rated capacity. A value
of 80%, characteristic of a plant supplying base load demand, is
used in recognition of the inherent ability of nuclear plants to
operate for long periods of time at full power, and in recogni
tion that fuel costs are minimized by such base load operation
in a system with fossil fuel plants usable for peaks in load
demand.
As stated earlier, the economics of nuclear plants are chang
ing rapidly with time. Table 4 gives an estimate of the cost
trend through 1980. The economics cited are believed to apply
generally to reactors which are likely to be constructed during
the period under consideration. These projections are specu
lative in that they are contingent upon successful completion of
civilian reactor development efforts currently in progress. On
the other hand, no allowance is made for any radical technolog
ical innovations other than improvements now under develop
ment for civilian reactors.
Estimates of current economics and projected trends given
in Tables 1 to 4 are based on information given in greater de
tail in Tables 5 to 14.
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TABLE 4— PROJECTED ECONOMICS FOR 600 MW PLANTS
Cost of Electricity
from Nuclear Plant
Year Plant

PI aced
in Service
1966
1970
1975
1980

Initial
Operation

Cost of Coal Competitive
with Nuclear Plant Costs

Five Years
Later

Initial
Operation

M/KWH
6.2

5.3
4.5
3.8

Five Years
Later

£ per million BTU
5.6
4.8
4.2
3.6

39
31
24
19

33
26
20

17

NOTES
1. The “Five Years Later” column differs from initial operation in
that: (a) the nuclear fuel cost is the cost projected to prevail about five
years after plant startup, (b) the nuclear plant output capability in
creases by 10% for the 1966 plant, 7% for the 1970 plant, 3% for the
1975 plant, and there is no increase for the 1980 plant.
2. The reference fossil fuel plant is a comparable size indoor coal
fired plant with net heat rate as follows: 1966 Plant-8500 BTU/KWH,
1970 Plant-8250 BTU, 1975 Plant-8000 BTU, 1980 Plant-7500 BTU
(these heat rate projections were furnished by the Federal Power Com
mission as representing the “best plant”).
3. The nuclear plant heat rate is taken as 10700 BTU/KWH for the
1966 plant and 8500 BTU/KWH for the 1980 plant.
4. The capital cost of the 1966 coal plant is taken as $129/KW and
the 1980 plant as $110/KW.

TABLE 5—ESTIMATE OF CAPITAL COSTS OF PLANTS
ENTERING SERVICE IN 1966
Initial Operation, 1966 Plant
Plant Size,
MWe net

Nuclear
$/KW

Coal*
$/KW

Differential
$/KW

Differential
M/KWH

200

220

300
400
500

192
182
175

140
135
132
129

80
57
50
46

1.60
1.14
1.00

0.92

Five Years Later, Same Plant
220

200

330
440
550

175
165
159

140
135
132
129

60
40
33
30

1.20

0.80
0.66

0.60

♦Coal plant of indoor type; conversion of capital costs from
$/KW to M/KWH was made on the basis of 14% fixed charges
and 80% capacity factor.

TABLE 8 —ESTIMATE OF OPERATION,
MAINTENANCE, AND INSURANCE COSTS
FOR PLANTS ENTERING SERVICE IN 1$66
Plant Size
MWe net

200
300
400
500

O + M + I, M/KWH
Nuclear

Coal

Differential

0.94
0.71
0.60
0.54

0.53
0.38
0.27
0.23

0.41
0.33
0.33
0.31

TABLE 7—ESTIMATE OF CAPITAL COSTS OF FUTURE
500 MWE PLANTS*
Initial Operation
Year Plant
Placed
in Service

Nuclear
$/KW

Coalt
$/KW

Differential
$/KW

Differential
M/KWH

1966
1970
1975
1980

175
156
140
125

129
123
117

46
33
23
15

0.92

110

0.66
0.46
0.30

Five Years Later, Same Plant
1966
1970
1975
1980

159
146
135
125

129
123
117

30
23
18
15

110

0.60
0.46
0.36
0.30

* Conversion of capital costs from $/KW to M/KWH was
made on the basis of 14% fixed charges and 80% capacity
factor.
fCoal plant of indoor type.

TABLE 8—ESTIMATE OF OPERATION, MAINTE
NANCE AND INSURANCE COSTS FOR FUTURE
500 MWE PLANTS
O + M + I, M/KWH

Year Plant Placed
in Service

Nuclear

Coal

Differential

1966
1970
1975
1980

0.54
0.44
0.36
0.30

0.23

0.31

0.22
0.21
0.20

0.22
0.15

0.10
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TABLE 9 —ESTIMATE OF FUEL COSTS FOR 400 MWE NUCLEAR
PLANT ENTERING SERVICE IN 1966
Fuel Cost , M/KWH*
Five Years Later

Direct Fuel Cost
Fabrication
Shipping
Depletion
Chemical Processing
Pu Credit

Own,
Lease,
Reduced Present
Uranium Uranium
Initial Operation
Prices
Prices
0.81
0.13
1.00
0.21
(0.42)

0.62
0.10
0.78
0.19
(0.35)

0.62
0.10
0.97
0.19
(0.40)

0.22
0.17

0.40
0.14

0.25
0.14

2.12

1.88

1.87

Indirect Fuel Cost
Uranium Investment Charges
Fabrication Investment Charges
Total Fuel Cost

♦See Table 10 for technical and economic bases for these estimates.
Two cases are shown for “five years later”; one assumes private owner
ship of fuel at reduced prices, the other assumes lease at present prices.

TABLE 10—BASIS FOR ESTIMATED FUEL COSTS OF 400 MWE
NUCLEAR PLANT ENTERING SERVICE IN 1966
Technical Characteristics
Fuel Exposure MWD/KgU
Core Specific Power, MW/MTU
Initial Enrichment, %
Discharge Enrichment, %
Pu Discharged, g/KgU charged
Ex-core Inventory
Plant Thermal Efficiency, %
Core Loading, MTU
Fuel Residence Time (at 80%
load), Years

Initial Operation

Five Years Later

16
18
16
16
2.3
2.5
1.1
1.2
6.4
6.9
-1.5 years at average value 32
32
78
78
3.4

3.9

100
16
8
30
8
26

86
14
5 or 8*
30
7 or 8*
26

4%

10 or 434*f

10

10t

Economic Input
Fuel Fabrication Cost, $/KgU
Shipping Cost, $/KgU
U308 Cost, $/lb U,08
Separative Work Cost, $/KgU
Pu Credit, net $/gPu
Chemical Processing, S/KgU
Uranium Investment Charge,
% per year
Fabrication Investment Charge,
% per year

*Two cases are shown In Table 9 for “five years later”; one assumes
private ownership of fuel at reduced prices, the other assumes lease at
present prices.
fThe investment charges are for use of working capital, including
costs of money and taxes.

TABLE 11 — ESTIMATE OF FUEL COSTS FOR FUTURE
500 MWE NUCLEAR PLANTS*
Initial Operation
Fuel Cost, M/KWH
Year Plant Placed in Service
Direct Fuel Cost
Fabrication
Shipping
Depletion
Chemical Processing
Plutonium Credit

1966

1970

1975

1980

0.81
0.13
0.98

0.58

0.35
0.06

0.21

0.21
(0.41)

Indirect Fuel Cost
Uranium Investment Charges*
Fabrication Investment Charges
Total Fuel Cost

0.10
0.73
0.18
(0.33)

(0.26)

0.04
0.58
0.08
(0.22)

0.66
0.12

0.22

0.34

0.16

0.12

0.30
0.07

0.27
0.04

2.1

1.7

1.3

1.0

*See Table 13 for technical and economic bases for these estimates.
Private ownership of fuel (at 10% carrying charge) assumed for 1970
and beyond.

TABLE 12—ESTIMATE OF FUEL COSTS FOR FUTURE
500 MWE NUCLEAR PLANTS*
Five Years Later
Fuel Cost, M/KWH
Year Plant Placed in Service
Direct Fuel Cost
Fabrication
Shipping
Depletion
Chemical Processing
Pu Credit
Indirect Fuel Cost
Uranium Investment Charges*
Fabrication Investment Charges
Total fuel cost

1966

1970

1975

1980

0.62
0.78
0.19
(0.35)

0.38
0.07 '
0.71
0.13
(0.28)

0.23
0.05
0.62
0.09
(0.23)

0.17
0.04
0.58
0.08
(0.22)

0.40
0.14

0.38’
0.09'

0.32
0.05

0.27
0.04

1.9

1.5

1.1

0.96

0.10

♦See Table 14 for technical and economic bases for these estimates.
Private ownership of fuel (at 10% carrying charge) assumed throughout.
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TABLE 13—BASIS FOR ESTIMATE OF FUEL COSTS FOR FUTURE
500 MWE PLANTS
Initial Operation
Year Plant Placed In Service

Technical Characteristics
Fuel Exposure, MWD/KgU
Core Specific Power, MW/MTU
Initial Enrichment, %
Discharge Enrichment, %
Pu Discharged, g/KgU
Ex-Core Inventory
Thermal Efficiency, %
Core Loading, MTU
Fuel Residence Time (at 80%
load), Years
Economic Input
Fuel Fabrication Cost, $/KgU
Shipping Cost, $/KgU
UsOj Cost, $/lb U3Oj
Separative Work Cost, $/KgU
Pu Credit, net $/gPu
Chemical Processing, $/KgU
Uranium Investment Charge, %/yr
Fabrication Investment Charge, %/yr

1966

1970

16
16
2.3

18
18
2.5

22
22
2.8

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.4

100

86
14
5
30
7
26

68
12

50

16

5
30
7
23

5
30
7

1975

1380

25
25
3.0
1.2
1.4
1.1
1.3
6.4
6.9
7.3
7.5
-1.5 years at average value 32
34
37
40
50
98
82
61

8
30

8
26
4%

10

10
10

10
10

10

20
10
10

TABLE 14—BASIS FOR ESTIMATE OF FUEL COSTS FOR FUTURE
500 MWE PLANTS
Five Years Later
Year Plant Placed in Service

Technical Characteristics
Fuel Exposure, MWD/KgU
Core Specific Power, MW/MTU
Initial Enrichment, %
Discharge Enrichment, %
Pu Discharged, g/KgU
Ex-Core Inventory
Thermal Efficiency, %
Core Loading, MTU
Fuel Residence Time (at 80%
load), Years
Economic Input
Fuel Fabrication Cost, $/KgU
Shipping Cost, $/KgU
U,08 Cost, $/lb U308
Separative Work Cost, $/KgU
Pu Credit, net $/gPu
Chemical Processing, $/KgU
Uranium Investment Charge, %/yr
Fabrication Investment Charge, $/yr

1966

1970

1975

18
16
2.5

22

25

18

22

2.8

3.0
1.4
1.3
6.9
7.3
7.5
-1.5 years at average
32
34
37
98
82
61

1.2

1980
25
25
3.0
1.4
7.5
value 40
50

3.9

4.2

3.9

3.4

86

68
12

50

40

14
5
30
7
26

10

10

5
30
7
23

5
30
7

5
30
7

10
10

10
10

20
10
10

20
10
10

For All Plants of 300 MW
and Larger (170 Plants)

For All Plants of 500 MW
and Larger (75 Plants ) -

15

20

25

30

35

COST OF FUEL CONSUMED, CENTS PER MILLION BTU

Fig. 1—Cost of Fossil Fuels Consumed in 1961 by Steam-Electric
Plants of the United States.*

Fossil Fuel Costs
A previous section of this Appendix (Nuclear Plant Economics)
gave estimates of levels of competitiveness for nuclear plants
in terms of competitive fossil fuel cost. Best available in
formation on actual cost of fossil fuel in the U. S. in the recent
past is presented in Figure 1, “Cost of Fossil Fuels Consumed
in 1961 by Steam-Electric Plants in the United States,” a plot
of fuel cost versus amount of fuel consumed to generate elec
tricity in plants of one or more units. The source of this in
formation,f a report of the National Coal Association, covered
99% of the net electrical generation in steam-electric plants in
1961. Plants 300 MWe and larger consumed 66% of the fuel;
plants 500 MWe and over consumed 43% of the fuel.
For plants over 300 MW in size, 13% of the fossil fuel con
sumed exceeded 35 cents/million BTU in cost, 37% exceeded
30 cents/million BTU and 51% exceeded 25 cents/million BTU.
The projection of fossil fuel costs into the future for the
purposes of this report is done on the basis that the fossil fuel

♦Based on annual report ‘‘Steam-Electric Plant Factors, 1961” by
the National Coal Association. Data therein are compiled from reports
filed with the Federal Power Commission by Electric Utilities. Fuel
costs are on an “as consumed” basis.
t ‘ ‘ Steam -Electric Plant Factors, 1961.” See also Figure 1.
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cost distribution given in Figure 1 applies in the future as well
as in the present. The reasons for this assumption are given in
Appendix I.

Growtl of Electric Power Industry
The Federal Power Commission furnished the Atomic Energy
Commission with a projection growth of electric generation and
capacity, as shown in Table 15.
TABLE 15 —ELECTRIC UTILITY GENERATING
CAPACITY AND ANNUAL GENERATION
As Projected by Federal Power Commission
Not Adjusted for Impact of Nuclear Power
on Required Capacity

Year
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980

2000

Capacity Thousands
of KW*
168,002
240,500
331,400
445,500
580,900
1,803,500

Generation Millions
of KWH
753,350
1,108,100
1,559,100
2,132,000
2,857,000
9,000,000 ., /

*Year end. Includes steam, hydro, internal combus
tion and nuclear.

The electric generation projection in Table 15 and the earlier
projection of nuclear power costs to 1980 have been used to
prepare a nuclear growth projection. The projection of nuclear
power costs would be consistent with nuclear growth that is
greater than used below, but the growth projection is made on
the basis that actual construction will not start on nuclear
plants until some time after construction is economically jus
tified. The latter portion of the growth projection (year 1980
through 2000) is in the context of a “target growth” pattern such
that nuclear power achieves the following status as of year 2000:
1. Nuclear energy will provide the heat used to generate
one-half of the electric energy requirement projected for the
year 2000 by the Federal Power Commission.
2. The rate of increase in the amount of electricity gen
erated from nuclear energy will become equal to the rate of
increase in the total amount of electricity generated by the
year 2000.
The two criteria listed above for the year 2000 correspond
quantitatively to a nuclear power industry of such size and
growth that:

1,000,000

100,000

10,000

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

YEAR ENDING

Fig. 2—Electric Utility Generating Capacity.

1. Nuclear output is 4.5 trillion kwh in the year 2000. At
an assumed plant capacity factor of 70%, this corresponds
with a nuclear system capacity of 734,000 MW.
2. At the year 2000, total electric output as projected by
the Federal Power Commission is increasing at the rate of
5.9% per annum (12 year doubling time). This corresponds
with an annual increase in total electric output of 530 billion
kwh and can be provided for by an increase in installed nu
clear capacity of 86,000 MW (again, the nuclear capacity
factor is taken as 70%). Thus, the growth rate of nuclear
power in year 2000 is taken as 11.8% (6.2 year doubling time).
The non-nuclear plants are assumed to operate at capacity
factors estimated by the Federal Power Commission whereas
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the nuclear plants in providing their portion of the electric
generation are assumed to operate at 80% capacity factor
through 1980 followed by a linear reduction to 70% in year 2000.
(Note that the cost comparisons presented in Tables 1 to 14
compared nuclear and fossil plants on the basis of identical
capacity factors.) Applying this rationale to the Federal Power
Commission projection of electric generation results in the
following projection of electric utility generating capacity.

TABLE 16—ELECTRIC UTILITY GENERATING CAPACITY*
AND ANNUAL GENERATION
(Capacity in Megawatts
Generation in Millions of KWH)
Nuclear

Non-Nuclear

Year

Capacity Generation

Capacity Generation

1965
1970
1975
1980

1,350
5,000
16,000
40,000
734,000

2000

9,500
35,000

238,500
324,100
422,600
525,500
917,800

112,000
280,300
4,500,000

1,098,600
1,524,100
2,020,000
2,576,700
4,500,000

Total
Capacity

Generation

239,850
329,100
438,700
565,500
1,651,800

1,108;,100
1,559: ,100
2,132 ,000
2,857,,000
9,000.,000

*Year end. Includes steam (nuclear and fossil),hydro and internal combus
tion. Capacities adjusted for impact of higher plant factors of nuclear plants.

TABLE 17—ELECTRIC UTILITY STEAM-ELECTRIC PLANTS
NET INCREASES IN CAPACITY BY TIME INTERVAL*
Net Increase in Capacity
Nuclear
Interval

Fossil

Nuclear Plus
Fossil

Megawatts

1966-1970
78,450
3,650 74,800
1971-1975 11,000
89,700
100,700
1976-1980 24,000
95,300
119,300
1980-2000 694,000 366,200 1,060,200

Nuclear Capacity Added,
Expressed As % of Total
Nuclear Plus Fossil Capacity
Added During Interval
5

11
20
66

*Note that these additions to generating capacity do not include hydro and
internal combustion units. Also, replacements for capacity retired are not
included.

TABLE 18—NUCLEAR ELECTRIC RELATIVE TO
OVER-ALL UTILITY ELECTRIC

Year

Annual Generation,
% That is Nuclear

1
2

1965
1970
1975
1980

10

2000

50

5

Installed Capacity,
% That is Nuclear

0.6
1.5
3.6
7
45

Economic Savings
The application of civilian nuclear power presently receiv
ing the most attention (e.g., central station electric generation)
is so large and growing so rapidly that there is tremendous
leverage in recouping costs of development. For example, be
tween now and year 2000 the cost of electricity generated will
be some $700 billion. The annual cost of electricity generated
in year 2000 might approach $50 billion.
Application of nuclear power to the extent and at the power
costs projected earlier will provide substantial economic
savings. As described below, it has been estimated that the
cumulative savings (arithmetic sum) through the year 2000 are
$30 billion and that savings are at the annual rate of $4 billion
per year in the year 2000. Such savings will continue to grow
beyond the year 2000, but no attempt has been made to compute
their magnitude.
The estimate of the savings involves the following major
assumptions:
1. The cost of fossil fuels (unit costs and per cent dis
tribution) remains unchanged from the 1961 costs. See Fig
ure 1.
2. The nuclear power growth rate is as stated earlier.
3. Nuclear plants of various sizes placed in service in 1970
show an average “lifetime” competitiveness with fossil fuels
costing 28£ per million BTU. (See Table 4 for example.)
Toward the latter part of this century, new nuclear plants are
taken to be competitive with fossil fuels at 16(5 per million
BTU.
4. The fossil fuel usage displaced when nuclear plants are
built rather than fossil fueled plants is taken to occur in
descending order of fossil fuel cost.

Appendix V
\nelear Energy and Coal Industries
The large scale use of nuclear fuels for the production of elec
tric power will have numerous effects on the economic life of
the nation in addition to the direct economic benefits described
in Appendix IV. Many of these will be only transitional and are
difficult to evaluate. However, the impact of nuclear power on
the potential production and consumption of fossil fuels and on
the railroads will probably be of considerable significance
toward the end of this century.

Fossil Fuels
Appendices I and III have discussed fossil fuel resources and
energy requirements and Appendix IV has discussed the growth
of nuclear power. This section will consider the impact of the
target nuclear growth curve on the production and consumption
of fossil fuels during the remainder of this century. The short
term impact on coal and petroleum industries is of particular
interest since these industries are currently in a period of
oversupply, and it is important that they should not be further
depressed. Since the bulk of U. S. fossil fuel resources is in
the form of coal and since nuclear power will first compete in
the steam-electric market in which coal is a major fuel, the
bulk of the analysis is carried out with other fuels expressed in
terms of their coal equivalents.
From Tables 1 and 2 it is clear that the impact of projected
nuclear electric power production on overall energy require
ments will be quite small during the next 20 years, but nuclear
energy will probably supply about 10% of the nation’s thermal
energy requirements for all purposes in 1990 and nearly a
quarter of the total in the year 2000.
Since it is desirable to inquire into the impact of nuclear
power on specific mineral fuel industries, it is necessary to look
at the proportions of the total energy requirements supplied by
the various fuels. Table 3 shows these data for 1960 in terms of
coal equivalents.
Two breakdowns of projected annual energy requirements are
made here in terms of the specific fuels to be in use. Both are
on the basis that there is no contribution from nuclear power,
but the projected nuclear power production is also indicated for
purposes of comparison. The first projection makes explicit al
lowance for a continuing increase in the use of electricity:
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TABLE 1—COMPARISON OF TARGET NUCLEAR
ENERGY PRODUCTION ANNUALLY WITH TOTAL
ANNUAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
(In millions of tons of coal equivalent*)

Year

Total Energy Requirements

1960
1970
1980
1990

1,798
2,500
3,300
4,200
5,400

2000

Amount Supplied by
Nuclear Powery
Negligible
15

100
410
1,260

*Coal at 25 million British thermal units per short ton.
This is slightly less than the 26 million Btu per ton of coal
mined in 1960 but substantially greater than the 21 million
Btu per ton average for coal resources.
fKilowatt-hours of heat energy generated in nuclear
power plants, converted to equivalent Btu at projected heat
rates for fossil fuel plants and converted to coal equivalent.
NOTE: Projected energy requirements are rounded to the
nearest hundred million tons. Nuclear power figures are
rounded to the nearest ten million tons after 1970.

TABLE 2—CUMULATIVE COMPARISON OF TARGET
NUCLEAR ENERGY PRODUCTION WITH TOTAL
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
(In millions of tons of coal equivalent
cumulated from January 1, 1960)

Year

Total Energy Requirements

1970
1980
1990

21,000

2000

136,000

50,000

88,000

Amount Supplied by
Nuclear Power
40
400
2,400
9,600

*Kilowatt-hours of heat energy generated in nuclear
power plants, converted to equivalent Btu at projected
heat rate for fossil fuel plants and then converted to coal
equivalent.
NOTE: Figures are rounded from basic worksheet calcu
lations.

the Federal Power Commission projection of electrical demand
(see Appendix IV, Tables 15 and 16), when compared with the
total energy consumption used for illustrative purposes in this
study (see curve “A” in Figure 3 on page 44 of the main report)
leads to the inference that almost one-half of the fuel consumed

TABLE 3—CONSUMPTION OF COMMERCIAL
FUELS—1960
(In millions of short tons of coal equivalent)

Total U. S. Consumption*
Coal
Liquid Hydrocarbons
Natural Gas

Coal Equivalent
Millions of short tons
416f
801
510

Subtotal

%
23
45
28

1,727

96

Waterpower

71

4

Total

1,798

100

♦Based on U. S. Bureau of Mines revised 1960 figures
on a fifty state basis.
f Actual consumption as given by the U. S. Bureau of
Mines was 398 million tons at about 26 million Btu per
ton. This has been adjusted to a 25 million Btu basis here
for comparability with Tables 1 and 2,

TABLE 4—PROJECTION OF ANNUAL ENERGY SUPPLY PATTERN
BASED ON INCREASING USE OF ELECTRICITY*
(In millions of tons of coal equivalentf)

Year
1960
1970
1980
1990

2000

„
„
Energy from
Waterpowerf
71
93
99
98
94

Energy Required from
Fossil Fuels Assuming
No Nuclear Power

Target IF
Nuclear Power
Production

Coal

Fluid Fuels §

416
645
968
1,414
2,073

1,311
1,762
2,233

Negligible
15

2,688

410
1,260

3,233

100

♦Coal is taken at 65.5% of steam-electric plant fuel and 16.8% of non
electric fuel, as in 1960. The total energy required for each year, in
cluding waterpower, is as in Table 1.
fCoal at 25 million British thermal units per short ton.
|This is the FPC projection of kilowatt-hours from hydroelectric
power, converted to coal equivalent. Annual electric energy production
from hydropower continues to increase through the year 2000 but the
coal equivalent decreases after 1980 due to future improvement in the
average heat rate of fossil fuel plants, a quantity used in conversion to
the equivalent amount of fossil fuel.
§ Crude oil, natural gas, natural gas liquids, oil shale and tar sands.
HThe given “Energy Required from Fossil Fuels” will be reduced by
the amounts shown in this column if the target nuclear power growth is
achieved.

in the year 2000 would be for the purpose of generating elec
tricity. Therefore, the first projection, given in Table 4, is on
the basis that coal and the fluid fuels maintain their present
shares of the amounts of fuel used respectively for the gen
eration of electricity and for other purposes. Thus coal main
tains its present shares at: 65.5% of the fuel used by steam
electrical plants and 16.8% of the fuel used for other purposes.
The breakdown of energy consumption between coal and other
fuels shown in Table 4 implies very large requirements for
fluid fuels (liquid hydrocarbons and natural gas). If the total
energy consumption figures of Table 2 are broken down as in
the projection in Table 4, the consumption of oil, natural gas,
and oil shales during the remainder of the century totals about
2.2 Q. According to the estimates in Table 2, Appendix I, the
remaining recoverable reserves of oil and gas combined are
in the range from 1 to 7 Q. Thus, before year 2000, consumers
may start using other sources of energy for such applications
as automotive fuel and residential heating. If they do, it seems
likely that east coast energy consumers will turn to increasing

TABLE 5 —PROJECTION OF ANNUAL ENERGY SUPPLY PATTERN
BASED ON A REVERSAL OF PAST TRENDS IN FUELS USED*
(In millions of tons of coal equivalentf)

Year
1960
1970
1980
1990

2000

„
.
Energy from
Waterpowerf
71
93
99
98
94

Energy Required from
Fossil Fuels Assuming
No Nuclear Power
Coal

Fluid Fuels §

416
554
1,280
2,215
3,343

1,311
1,853
1,921
1,887
1,963

_
Targets
.
Nuclear Power
Production
Negligible
15

100
410
1,260

*The trend of coal consumption as a percent of fossil fuel consump
tion is taken to be reversed in the mid 1960’s. Thus coal will supply the
same percentage in 1970 as in 1960; the same percentage in 1980 as in
1950, etc.
f Coal at 25 million British thermal units per short ton.
}As in Table 4, this is the FPC projection of kilowatt-hours from hy
droelectric power, converted to coal equivalent. Annual electric energy
production from hydropower continues to increase through the year
2000 but the coal equivalent decreases after 1980 due to future improve
ment in the average heat rate of fossil fuel plants, a quantity used in
conversion to the equivalent amount of fossil fuel.
§As in Table 4, this includes crude oil, natural gas, natural gas liq
uids, oil shale and tar sands.
llAs in Table 4, the given “Energy Required from Fossil Fuels” will
be reduced by the amounts shown in this column if the target nuclear
power growth is achieved.
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use, directly and indirectly, of coal rather than to oil or gas
produced from oil shale in the Rocky Mountain region.
While there is no firm basis for projecting the fraction of
the market to be supplied by the various fuels, it seems likely
that the shifts will be gradual rather than rapid and that the
shift will be away from the fluid fuels. These conditions are
suggestive of the historical pattern where changes were gradual
and the shift was toward fluid fuels. Therefore, for the purposes
of illustration, it has been assumed in Table 5 that the historical
pattern of market shares begins a process of reversal at about
the middle of this decade. Under this assumption, the percentage
composition of the fossil fuel market, excluding water power,
will be the same in 1970 as in 1960, the same in 1980 as in
1950, the same in 1990 as in 1940, and the same in the year
2000 as in 1930.

Coal Industry
Examination of Tables 4 and 5 should make it clear that for
the projection of energy demand used in this report, the con
sumption of coal and of petroleum fuels should be substantially
greater in 1970 than in 1960. If nuclear power progresses as
projected, it will take less than 2% of the increase in the cumu
lative market for fossil fuels between 1960 and 1970. There
does not seem to be any reason to believe that the development
of nuclear power will depress the mineral fuel industries during
the next decade. Even assuming that nuclear power would take
only markets which coal would otherwise get, nuclear power
would take less than 6% of the potential increase in coal con
sumption during the decade. The actual displacement of coal
will be less since a number of the uses of nuclear power will
be in applications now served by petroleum and natural gas.
Under realistic assumptions, coal production would continue
to increase for 40 years or more.
From an examination of Tables 4 and 5, it appears that the
projected growth of nuclear power will merely supplement and
not supplant coal and other fossil fuels for many decades. The
fossil fuel industries and particularly the coal industry can ex
pect a period of continuously expanding production. Neither does
it appear that nuclear power will reduce the production of coal
in specific producing regions between now and 1970. A substan
tial portion of the nuclear power plants to be built in the near
future is expected to be in the Pacific region which uses
insignificant amounts of coal at present.
In New England, where about 60% of the fossil fuel consumed
by electric utilities is coal, the projected expansion of utility
capacity considerably exceeds anticipated construction of nu
clear capacity, and unless oil import controls are changed, coal
should gain markets in New England during the coming decade.
If there were no further expansion of nuclear power in New
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England, coal companies in Ohio, Pennsylvania, or West Virginia
might find markets for about 6 to 8 million additional tons of
coal annually in New England by 1970, The growth of nuclear
power may limit this gain to three or four million tons, but in
any event the prospective increase in the New England steamelectric market is small in relation to the over 200 million ton
market now supplied by these three states.

Railroads
Many railroads, including some of the so-called coal roads,
are experiencing bad times. To some undetermined extent they
may lose new or existing business to coal pipelines. New
business may also be lost through mine-mouth location of new
generating plants and the use of ultrahigh-voltage transmission
to move the energy to market. The railroads are fighting for
business by improving service, reducing costs and rates, and
by scheduling “coal trains.” In some cases the building of
nuclear plants instead of conventional plants will represent a
loss of new coal business which the railroads would have
received. However, when it is considered that the coal equiva
lent of nuclear power is not large before 1980, that in any
event, total coal consumption is expected to increase, that the
conventional plant which a nuclear power plant displaces may
have been oil or natural gas fired, and that even if it would
have been a coal fired plant, it may have been supplied by coal
pipeline or located at the mine mouth, it is difficult to con
clude that nuclear power by itself will result in any reduction
in the coal traffic of the railroads during the remainder of the
century. This does not, of course, preclude adverse effects on
individual railroads. Conversely, there have occasionally been
fears that the railroads would have difficulty moving the coal
traffic of the future. For example, for the growth curve used in
Table 5, coal consumption in the year 2000 will be about eight
times that in the year 1960. Furthermore a greater percentage
of coal might well be moving by tram (i.e., less by truck) and
perhaps moving much longer distances if mining costs and
conditions require greater exploitation of the bulk of our coal
reserves which are located west of the Mississippi.

Appendix VI
International Aspects
Cooperation with other nations and international organizations
in the peaceful uses of atomic energy, and particularly in the
development of civilian nuclear power, has become a significant
feature of U. S. foreign policy since 1954. The growth of interest
abroad in nuclear power plants has led to the initiation of joint
ventures with international organizations and with other countries
in the development of specific reactor types, as well as joint
efforts to reach agreements in such areas as safeguards,
indemnity, and patents.
The United States is cooperating in the field of nuclear power
with the International Atomic Energy Agency, EURATOM, and a
dozen or more individual countries with whom there are bilateral
agreements for cooperation. Several power reactors now are
being manufactured in the United States and constructed in
other countries. Research and development programs are being
coordinated and wide ranges of technical information are
being exchanged. The U. S. distributes enriched uranium abroad
for use in power reactors and provides long-term assurances
of its availability. A further step which the Commission favors
is the “toll enrichment” of natural uranium for friendly nations
abroad. In either case, U. S. uranium distributed abroad is
subject to proper safeguards against diversion to military use.
A number of the joint development efforts and exchanges of
information are under way on reactor systems considered in
this Commission report. Any shifts in emphasis from one
specific reactor system to another resulting from the current
Commission review of the civilian power program do not
imply a lack of confidence in system feasibility. On the contrary,
all of the converter reactor systems on which substantial re
search and development effort have been expended to date in
the United States are technically feasible and have the potential
of making an important contribution to the achievement of
competitive nuclear power in the near or intermediate range
future. One of the factors taken into account in formulating the
Commission program is the extent to which the development of
an interesting and important reactor system may go forward
at a satisfactory rate with reduced Commission support, through
efforts of other nations or industry. It seems to be a sound
policy for different countries to place their emphasis on dif
ferent reactor concepts, thus minimizing duplication of effort
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and increasing the overall fund of knowledge in the reactor
field.
Since the initiation of the international program, there has
been a shift in the U. S. balance of payments position from
surplus to deficit. Future sales of nuclear fuel and reactor
parts can make a substantial contribution to improving this
balance. Even a moderate application of nuclear power abroad
could result in the sale of U. S. enriched uranium in the range
of hundreds of millions to billions of dollars m value. For ex
ample, the installation of 10,000 MW of enriched uranium nu
clear power plants would involve about $ 2 billion worth of
enriched uranium for inventory and consumption over a 20-year
period, plus a large investment in reactor equipment.

Appendix VII
Information and Assistance
from Organizations and Sources
External to the Commission
In preparing this report at the request of the President, the
Commission had the benefit of comments and advice from
interested offices and individuals within and outside the Govern
ment. Within the Government we have had helpful discussions
with the President’s Science Advisory Committee, Bureau of
the Budget, the Office of Science and Technology, the Council
of Economic Advisors, the Department of Interior, the Federal
Power Commission, the General Advisory Committee, and the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of the Congress.
The Reactor Subcommittee of the General Advisory Com
mittee worked closely with the Commission in evaluating the
status of civilian nuclear power and submitted its report.
Subsequently, the full Committee met with the Commission
and presented its considered opinion on present and potential
power reactor technology and economics.
A discussion was held with the Atomic Industrial Forum Execu
tive Committee on major points being considered during the
study.
Seminars on Civilian Nuclear Power were held to provide as
much current information as possible. The seminars were at
tended by Commissioners, members of the Commission staff,
the General Advisory Committee Subcommittee on Reactors,
and a representative of the Federal Power Commission. Rep
resentatives of AEC contractor organizations and others made
presentations of their own on prospects for civilian nuclear
power. Presentations were evaluated by consultants and advisors
to the Commission: members of the Subcommittee on Reactors
of the General Advisory Committee were present at all seminars,
and staff scientists and engineers from various National Labora
tories were present as indicated below:

Seminar on Boiling and Pressurized
Water Reactors-April 19-20,1962
Presentations were made by representatives of Naval Reac
tors, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Allis-Chalmers Manu
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facturing Company, General Electric Company (San Jose),
Babcock and Wilcox Company, and Combustion Engineering
Company. The staff from Argonne National Laboratory was
present as technical consultants.

Seminar on Heavy Water and Organic
Reactors-April 26,1962
Presentations were made by representatives of du Pont
(Savannah River), United Nuclear Corporation, East Central
Nuclear Group, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, General
Electric Company (Richland), and Atomics International.
A special presentation was made by a representative of
Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. on development in Canada of
heavy water power reactors, and the relationship of the effort
to the development of civilian nuclear power in the United States.
The staff of Brookhaven National Laboratory was present as
technical consultants.

Seminar on Gas Cooled Reactors-May 4,1962
Presentations were made by representatives of General
Atomic, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and Empire State
Atomic Development Associates.*

Seminar on Liquid Metal Cooled Reactors-Fast
and Thermal-May 4,1962
Presentations were made by representatives of Atomics
International, Argonne National Laboratory, General Electric
Company, Southwest Atomic Energy Associates, and Atomic
Power Development Associates. The staff from Brookhaven
National Laboratory was present as technical consultants.

Seminar on Plutonium Recycle and Thorium
Utilization-May 10, 1962
Presentations were made by representatives of Babcock and
Wilcox Company, General Electric Company (Richland), Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, and Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
Company.

*The ESADA presentation also touched on other additional reactor
types.

Seminar on Advanced Concepts-May 14,1962
Presentations were made by representatives of Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, General
Atomic, and Pratt and Whitney Aircraft.
Many of the reports and presentations were identified as
containing proprietary information. A number of the reports
were incomplete in themselves, and intended to accompany the
oral presentation.
Recent published reports used during the 1962 study included:
“Report of the National Fuels and Energy Study Group on
an Assessment of Available Information on Energy in the
United States,” a September 21, 1962 study prepared for the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of the United
States Senate.
U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 1136, 1961, “CoalReserves
of the United States—A Progress Report, January 1, 1960,”
by Paul Averitt.
“Appraisals of Future Nuclear versus Conventional Elec
tric Power Costs by Leading Industry and Government
Organizations Released by the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy,” press release No. 368 from the Office of the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy.
“Development, Growth, and State of the Atomic Energy
Industry,” Hearings before the Joint Congressional Com
mittee on Atomic Energy on March 20, 21, 22, and 23, 1962.
“Report of the Advisory Committee on U. S. Policy Toward
the International Atomic Energy Agency,” a May 19, 1962
report of an Advisory Committee Appointed by the Department
of State.
“Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Atomic Policy,” a
March 1962 report of the Atomic Industrial Forum.
“Report to the Panel on Civilian Technology on Coal
Slurry Pipe Lines,” a May 1962 report of Department of the
Interior.
“Steam-Electric Plant Construction Cost and Annual Produc
tion Expenses, Thirteenth Annual Supplement, 1960, FPC-S149” Federal Power Commission.
“Steam-Electric Plant Factors, 1961,” twelfth edition,
July 1962, National Coal Association.
Other reports and communications used during the course of
the 1962 study included:
“Supplies, Costs, and Uses of the Fossil Fuels,” a June 29,
1962 report prepared for the Atomic Energy Commission by
the Department of the Interior Energy Policy Staff. (Some
information in this report was updated subsequently and
informally by the Department of the Interior.)

A letter report of June 8, 1962 to the Atomic Energy
Commission from Joseph C. Swidler, Chairman, Federal
Power Commission.
“Summary Report on Natural Resources/’ an August 1962
draft of a report being prepared by the Committee on Natural
Resources of the National Academy of Sciences.
“Energy Resources,” a draft report prepared by a panel
of the National Academy of Sciences Committee on Natural
Resources.
“A Comparison of the Nuclear Defense Capabilities of
Nuclear and Coal-fired Power Plants,” BNL-6080, a May
1962 report prepared by members of the staffs of Brookhaven
and Oak Ridge National Laboratories, assisted by the
architect-engineer firms: Burns and Roe, and Sargent and
Lundy.
A draft of “Economics of Permanent Disposal of Power
Reactor Wastes in Tanks” by Stockdale, Arnold, and Blomeke.
This report is expected to become available as ORNL-2873
in a few months.
Acknowledgments of assistance are given in the Introduction
to the 1962 report. Acknowledgments of sources of information,
including the above letters and reports, are also discussed on
pages 65 to 67 of the 1962 report.

Appendix VIII
Recommendations on Central
Station Power Reactors by the
General Advisory Committee
The Atomic Energy Commission has conducted a series of
seminars on power reactors for the last several weeks. These
seminars have been attended by the leading people in the power
reactor field and they have expressed their views.
The purpose of these seminars was to aid the AEC in de
termining what should be done to expedite the development of
power reactors for application during the next several years
as well as for the longer range future. To develop the picture
on application for the next several years the AEC asked various
companies and groups active in reactor development for esti
mates of the investment and operating cost of electric power
plants based on nuclear reactors in the size range of 400-500
MWE. Certain ground rules were given for the preparation of
these estimates involving an allowance for owner’s expense,
such as land, interest on the investment during the construc
tion stage, and the like.
It is generally recognized that presently estimated uranium
resources will not assure meeting long range energy needs
unless more efficient use is made of fissionable material than
applies to the reactors that may have most immediate applica
tion for electric power production. For this reason the AEC
was particularly interested in the development of high conver
sion and breeder reactors for the future.
The Reactor Subcommittee of the General Advisory Com
mittee was invited to attend the series of seminars. From the
information presented at these seminars and information from
other sources, the Reactor Subcommittee arrived at some
recommendations in regard to certain actions the AEC might
take. These recommendations are given below. They follow the
order of the subjects discussed in the series of seminars.
A. On light water reactors including the spectral shift reac
tor.
1. The AEC should encourage the installation of a spectral
shift reactor of substantial size so that actual operating
experience can be obtained with this type of reactor.

2. Research and development on fuel element manufacture
and on development of better alloys of zirconium should be
continued. This research should be directed toward use of
thinner claddings and reduction of the overall cost of clad
ding. In addition, the Atomic Energy Commission should
encourage work directed toward fuel element manufacture
for the thorium cycle and should give encouragement to the
work that Babcock and Wilcox plans to carry out at its own
laboratories.
3. Support should continue by the AEC on the investiga
tion of nucleate boiling, burnout correlations, chemical
shims, and the like.
4. The nuclear superheat program should be carried
forward to the point where adequate information is available
on the economic promise of this concept.
5. An engineering and economic study of the seed and
blanket concept should be made to see how it compares with
other somewhat similar concepts such as a slightly enriched
reactor which may have zones of different degrees of enrich
ment. This along with the continuing program on the Shippingport reactor should determine what further action may be
desirable.
B. On heavy water moderated reactors. Because of their
excellent neutron economy, heavy water moderated reactors
deserve serious attention.
1. The recommendation of the Reactor Subcommittee re
garding natural uranium heavy water moderated reactors is
to let the Canadians do the major work on their development.
Their work should, of course, be closely followed through
the cooperative program with Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited, which provides for exchange of detailed technical
information. Information will also be obtained from the
HWCTR at Savannah River.
2. The Subcommittee believes that the use of slightly en
riched uranium instead of natural uranium would improve
the economics of heavy water moderated reactors. Use of
Thorium-U233 fuel instead of U238-U235 fuel would improve
their prospects still further. It is recommended that the
AEC encourage development of heavy water reactors utilizing
these improved fuel systems.
3. The program on the HWCTR at Savannah River should be
continued and extended to enriched uranium and thorium
fuels.
4. The fog cooling concept for the heavy water moderated,
light water cooled reactor advanced by the United Nuclear
Corporation and others should be further explored.

C. On organic cooled reactors.
1. Work on any new reactors involving organic cooling should
be held up until a suitable demonstration has been made that
fouling of fuel element surfaces by the organic coolant can
be avoided or held down to a satisfactory degree. A suitable
demonstration would be operation of a test reactor or loop
without serious fouling of the fuel element surfaces at con
ditions of temperature, radiation intensity and heat transfer
for the fuel elements and coolant that would prevail in a
commercial reactor. This demonstration should be carried
out for a sufficient period of time that one can be confident
that fuel element surface fouling will not be a major problem
for commercial reactors.
D. On gas cooled reactors.
1. The development of the high temperature gas cooled
reactor concept by General Atomic should be adequately
supported. It is felt that this is a very promising concept.
Operating experience from the Peach Bottom plant should
be obtained before additional plants of the HTGR type are
built.
2. Means for reprocessing fuel from the HTGR should be
developed.
3. No extension of the gas cooled reactor concept as
represented by the EGCR reactor at Oak Ridge should be
made at this time. This reactor does not look very promising.
In view of the work going on in the U. K. on the AGR, which
* is a similar reactor and is covered by an information ex
change agreement, it is recommended that the EGCR project
be terminated.
4. Work on the pebble bed reactor concept should not be
pushed for the present. This reactor looks considerably less
promising for electric power generation than the HTGR
concept.
5. The work on advanced types of gas cooled reactors,
conducted in the U. K., should be closely followed.
E. On liquid metal cooled reactors -fast and thermal.
1. The sodium graphite reactor concept should be further
developed. The Subcommittee is in favor of making the
changes in the SRE which permit operation at higher tem
perature and at increased power. It is felt that the sodium
graphite type of reactor is one of the more promising de
velopments and may well have continued future application
for production of electric power.
2. Work on fast breeders should be fully supported. There
is going to be a need for breeder reactors, and a continuing
program of development is recommended.
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3. Use of ceramic fuels in place of the metal fuel now used
in fast breeder reactors will greatly increase the thermal
efficiency and fuel burnup and hence probably improve their
economics. A ceramic-fueled fast breeder reactor is one of
the most important new reactor concepts meriting AEC sup
port. Argonne has made many important contributions to this
concept. Sound thinking has gone into General Electric’s
work on this concept also. The participation of both groups m
the planning and utilization of an experimental ceramicfueled fast reactor should be encouraged.
F. On thermal breeding and thorium utilization.
1. Attainment of breeding in thermal reactors using the
thorium cycle should be an important long-range goal of the
AEC reactor development program.
2. As brought out in the discussion of light water reac
tors, it is recommended that the AEC support the Babcock
and Wilcox program of developing fuel elements for the
thorium cycle.
3. The program at Oak Ridge on the thorium cycle should
be fully supported. The effort at Oak Ridge seemed to be in
capable hands.
4. It is recommended that the support requested by AllisChalmers for pursuing their concept of small reprocessing
and fuel element fabrication plants be granted.
G. On plutonium recycle.
1. It is recommended that the program at Hanford on
plutonium recycle be continued. It is felt that excellent
progress in developing plutonium technology is being made.
H. On advanced reactor concepts.
1. The work at Los Alamos on development of a molten
plutonium alloy reactor should be continued. This is an
interesting concept.
2. The Reactor Subcommittee has previously recommended
that the ultrahigh temperature gas reactor work at Los
Alamos be discontinued and it has not changed its opinion.
3. The molten salt reactor at Oak Ridge is a promising
concept and continuation of this work is recommended.
4. Work on the beryllium oxide moderated reactor at
General Atomic as represented by EBOR should be com
pleted. It is not felt, however, that any extension of this
work is warranted at this time.
5. The work on the lithium-7 cooled reactor at Pratt
and Whitney should be continued. It is felt that the project
should be directed toward space needs for the present
although the reactor may have other applications.

1. Reactor containment studies should be continued with
the goal of reduction in reactor containment cost and reduc
tion of restrictive siting requirement^.
2. The disposal of used fuel elements should be studied
with a view toward establishing standards for permissible
methods of “throwing away” highly radioactive material.
3. Means of reducing the cost of transporting spent reactor
cores should be investigated.
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